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Abstract
I begin to develop a framework for emergence in the physical sciences. Namely, I
propose to explicate ontological emergence in terms of the notion of ‘novel reference’,
and of an account of interpretation as a map from theory to world. I then construe
ontological emergence as the “failure of the interpretation to mesh” with an appropriate
linkage map between theories. Ontological emergence can obtain between theories that
have the same extension but different intensions, and between theories that have both
different extensions and intensions.
I illustrate the framework in three examples: the emergence of spontaneous magneti-
sation in a ferromagnet, the emergence of masslessness, and the emergence of space, in
specific models of physics.
The account explains why ontological emergence is independent of reduction: namely,
because emergence is primarily concerned with adequate interpretation, while the sense
of reduction that is relevant here is concerned with inter-theoretic relations between un-
interpreted theories.
1Forthcoming in the European Journal for Philosophy of Science.
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2
1 Introduction
The aim of this paper is to introduce and illustrate a criterion for ontological emergence.
The framework is formal, where by ‘formal’ I just mean ‘admitting of the basic notions of
sets and maps’. The framework will then be illustrated by three examples: the emergence
of spontaneous magnetization in a ferromagnet, the emergence of masslessness in classical
relativistic mechanics, and the emergence of space in a random matrix model.
The paper can be seen as a straightforward explication of the phrase ‘ontological
emergence’. Although my explication is related to other construals of this notion, in
particular Humphreys (2016: pp. 56-93), I believe that my construal contains a number of
novel aspects, and that the way I formalise it—as a single non-meshing condition between
two maps—is a helpful tool for analysing cases of emergence, and for further conceptual
analysis. The non-meshing condition can be understood as a difference in the intensions
of two theories related by linkage (and sometimes also the extensions differ).
My immediate aim here is not strongly metaphysical, in the sense of requiring a
commitment to a specific metaphysics of the world, and explicating emergence in those
terms. Rather, my aim is to clarify what we mean by the phrase ‘ontological emergence’
(often contrasted with ‘epistemic emergence’) in general: and to give a criterion that is as
straightforward as possible—a sufficient condition—for when it occurs. Thus I aim to give
a minimal account of the meaning of ‘ontological emergence’, independently of whether
we are e.g. Humeans or Aristotelians about causation—further metaphysical details then
just adding to the basic picture that I will present here.
Thus I will here construe ‘ontology’ in the straightforward sense of ‘the ontology of
a scientific theory’, i.e. the domain of application that a theory describes, under a given
interpretation. This domain of application is a part of the empirical world. Thus ontology
is here not understood as a piece of language, but as a part of the world (more about this
in Section 3).
I will also follow the new wave of emergentism in the physical sciences, which goes
back to Anderson’s (1972) ‘More is Different’. The new emergentists have focussed on
the emergence of entities and of properties2 rather than on for example causal powers or
causal properties, which are notions that require further metaphysical explication. While
questions of causation are important in e.g. philosophy of mind, I follow the new emer-
gentists in thinking that a minimal account of emergence can avoid them (see e.g. Bedau
(1997: pp. 376-377), Hendry (2010: pp. 184-185)). We will see that the first steps taken by
the present framework already present a number of questions and themes worth clarifying
in their own right.
The writings of the new emergentists in physics are unfortunately not precise enough
for us to extract from them a doctrine about emergence. The debate between emergen-
tists and reductionists seems to have been fuelled by the alleged incompatibility between
reduction and emergence.3 Thus part of my aim is to offer a framework for emergence
that allows for the coexistence of emergence and (at least one widespread type of) re-
duction, the possibility of which has been cogently defended for example by Butterfield
2See for example Laughlin and Pines (2000: p. 28), Anderson (1989: p. 586).
3The main opponent of Anderson’s emergentist doctrine was Steven Weinberg (Bedau and Humphreys
(2008: pp. 345-357)). For a philosophical discussion of the debates, see Mainwood (2006: Section 2).
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(2011, 2011a).
An influential explication of emergence is by the British emergentist C. D. Broad
(1925, p. 61):
Put in abstract terms the emergent theory asserts that there are certain wholes,
composed (say) of constituents, A, B and C in a relation R to each other; that all
wholes composed of constituents of the same kind as A, B and C in relations of the
same kind as R have certain characteristic properties; that A, B and C are capable
of occurring in other kinds of complex where the relation is not of the same kind
as R; and that the characteristic properties of the whole R(A;B;C) cannot, even
in theory, be deduced from the most complete knowledge of the properties of A, B
and C in isolation or in other wholes which are not of the form R(A;B;C).
While Broad’s construal of ‘emergence’ has been influential, I also submit that his
description, and others that define ontological emergence as the ‘lack of deducibility’, are
too strong:4 Broad (1925: p. 59) himself acknowledged that his theory of emergence fell
short of finding interesting empirical illustrations: ‘I cannot give a conclusive example of
it, since it is a matter of controversy whether it actually applies to anything’. But we
do not need to define emergence as lack of deducibility: what we need, I will argue, is to
make a distinction between the formalism of a theory (which is the part of the theory that
best allows us to use notions such as deduction) and the theory’s interpretation, which is
about the world, and need not be subject to such logical relations. This will allow a more
general definition of emergence as novelty.
Another difficulty with the notion of emergence is that it is used broadly, and has
various connotations. Guay and Sartenaer (2016) have recently carried out an interesting
exercise in distinguishing three directions in the emergence landscape, through the con-
trasts: epistemological vs. ontological, weak vs. strong (i.e. emergence ‘in practice’ vs. ‘in
principle’), and synchronic vs. diachronic emergence. In this paper, I will concentrate on
ontological, synchronic emergence.
Let me distinguish two main meanings of the word ‘formal’ that I will use. The
official meaning of ‘formal’, as I announced at the beginning of this Introduction, is as
in ‘mathematics applied to philosophy’: more specifically, in the sense of applying the
notions of sets and maps to physical theories to articulate how they denote items in the
world and theory-world relations. Thus my explication of ‘emergence’ is formal in that
it applies to theories that are so formalised. What is ‘formal’ in this main meaning can
still be interpreted, i.e. ‘formal’ here does not contrast with interpretation and ontology.
The second meaning of ‘formal’ does contrast with ‘interpretation’: for it denotes the
formalism, or the mathematical formulation, of physical theories, stripped of their physical
interpretations. Since my main meaning of ‘formal’ is the former, I will use the phrases
‘formalism of a theory’ or ‘formal, i.e. not interpretative’ when referring to the latter.
The paper proceeds as follows. Section 2 lays out the framework for emergence:
including desiderata for case studies, and the conception of epistemic and ontological
4For a critical review of the old notion of ‘emergence as a failure of reduction’ (where reduction is stan-
dardly defined as deduction, using “bridge-laws”, a` la Nagel), see Bedau and Humphreys (2008: pp. 10-11),
Humphreys (2016: p. 37). For why emergence is compatible with reduction, see Section 2.2.1.
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emergence. Section 3 discusses three further questions that the framework prompts and
compares with the literature. Sections 4, 5, and 6 illustrate the framework in three case
studies. Section 7 concludes.
2 Towards a Theory of Emergence
This Section develops the main framework of the paper. In Section 2.1, I give the necessary
background about emergence, reduction, approximation, and reference: which I will use,
in Section 2.2, to explicate ontological vs. epistemic emergence.
2.1 Emergence and related notions
In this Section, I give my preferred conceptions of theory, interpretation, and emergence.
In Section 2.1.1, I discuss the first condition for emergence, namely dependence, or linkage.
In Section 2.1.2, I recall the notion of novel reference: which I will use in Section 2.2 to
define ontological novelty.
Talking about emergence in science of course forces us to talk about theories: and so
I will take a conception of theory, from De Haro (2016: §1.1) and De Haro and Butter-
field (2017: §2.2), that is appropriate for theories in the physical sciences.
The conception of a ‘theory’. The main task of applying a notion of theory to emer-
gence is to make a conceptual distinction between the formalism and the interpretation
of a theory. Thus we distinguish bare and interpreted theories:—
A bare theory is a triple T := 〈S,Q,D〉 comprising a structured state space, S, a
structured set of quantities, Q, and a dynamics, D:5 together with a set of rules for
evaluating physical quantities on the states.6
An interpreted theory adds, to a bare theory, an interpretation: construed as a set (a
triple) of partial maps, preserving appropriate structure, from the theory to the world.
The interpretation fixes the reference of the terms in the theory. A bit more precisely, an
intepretation maps the theory T to a domain of application, D, within a (set of) possible
world(s).7 That is: there is a triple of maps, i : T → D. Using different interpretation
maps, the same theory can describe different domains of the world. In this paper, we will
restrict attention to interpretations that are empirically adequate, so that they describe
some significant domain of the world in sufficient detail.
This general conception of interpretation is logically weak, because little is required for
a structure-preserving partial map. But to discuss ontological emergence (cf. Section 2),
we need interpretations that are “sufficiently good” within their domain of application.
5The notion of emergence given in this paper is of course not restricted to theories presented as triples.
Any other appropriate formalisation of a bare theory will do, the main alternative being that of a theory
presented in terms of a (classical or quantum) partition function, and quantities derived from it.
6In addition, there are symmetries. For simplicity of the exposition, I will avoid a systematic treatment
of symmetries here (such a treament is given in De Haro and Butterfield (2017, 2019)), and consider them
in the examples. Symmetries will resurface naturally in the example in Section 5.
7My use of possible worlds is not motivated by any version of modal realism, but is rather prompted by
a basic fact of science: namely, that the ontologies of different scientific theories are often very different.
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Thus, in addition to the interpretation being empirically adequate, I will impose the
additional condition that every element in the codomain is described by at least some
element of the theory. Though this looks like a strong condition, it is in fact innocuous.
The idea is captured by the requirement that the map be surjective: and, as you might
expect, this can always be achieved by restricting the codomain. We will return to this
notion of interpretation, and develop it, in Section 2.1.2.
Discussions of emergence often work with models, i.e. specific solutions of the dy-
namical equations of the theory that are physically permitted, rather than with entire
theories. (The possibility of seeing emergence this way will resurface in the example of
Section 5.) In such cases, the interpretation maps are assigned to the states and quantities
of a particular solution i.e. model, rather than to the whole theory: and the domain is
then naturally embedded in a single possible world.
A further refinement of the notion of interpretation that will aid better understanding
of the notion of emergence is the distinction between the intensions and extensions of
terms.8 The extension of a term is its worldly reference under a certain interpretation,
i.e. the thing or entity being referred to, relative to a given possible world (with all of
its contingent details). The intension is the linguistic meaning (cf. the Fregean sense)
of a term, as described by the theory. Thus although ‘Evening star’ and ‘Morning star’
have different intensions (i.e. different linguistic meanings, and the stars they refer to are
different in some possible worlds), they have the same extension in our world, viz. the
planet Venus—thus it is a contingent fact about our world that, while their intensions
differ, their extension is the same. I will also use ‘extension’ and ‘intension’ for theories,
as the ranges of the corresponding interpretations of the collection of all the terms of a
theory.
Scientific theories have both intensions and extensions,9 which in the present frame-
work can be modelled by two different kinds of maps, each with its own domain, depending
on whether the interpretation is an intension or an extension.10 Thus both intensions and
extensions are structure-preserving partial maps from a bare theory or model to a domain
relative to a possible world. The difference between the intension and the extension is in
the kind of domain: explicitly, for states: an intension maps a state to a generic property
(or physical arrangement) of a system mirroring the defining properties of the mapped
state. Thus the image of the state and the domain abstract from contingencies such as
how the system is spatially (and otherwise) related to other systems, and how the system
is measured (so that the interpretation applies to all possible worlds that are described by
the theory or model). By contrast, in the case of an extension, the image and domain are
a fully concrete physical system: usually including also a specific context of experiment or
description, and all the contingent details that are involved in applying a scientific theory
8See Carnap (1947: pp. 18-19), Lewis (1970), and Scheﬄer (1967: pp. 54-57).
9Cf. Scheﬄer (1967: pp. 54-57) and Nagel (1979: pp. 95-113).
10Lewis (1970: pp. 22-27) defines intensions as maps from n-tuples of sequences of items—he calls such
a sequence an ‘index’—to extensions, e.g. the truth-values of sentences. And, as Lewis remarks, the
framework also applies if the indices are construed as models consisting of states representing possible
worlds (ibid, p. 23). Here, I simplify this situation by modelling both intensions and extensions by
interpretation maps, rather than defining an extension as the (set of) objects/truth value(s), and an
intension as a map to extensions.
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to a concrete system.11
I will construe the domain of application, D, introduced by the interpretation, as
a set of entities, namely the elements of a set (fluids, particles, molecules, fields, charge
properties, etc.), and relations between them (distances and correlation lengths, potentials
and interaction strengths, etc.). Thus the criterion of identity of domains is the set-
theoretic criterion: namely, the identity of the elements (and their relations).
To explain a bit more how this criterion will be applied in practice, consider that we
normally use a language to talk about the world: we describe the domain of application
linguistically (e.g. the theory may describe ‘this red ball I am kicking’), and express
identity in terms of this language. This language is an aid (e.g. words used to mention
people) to describe on paper, or in sound, the intended physical things and properties,
and it is in general different from the mathematical language of the bare theory. It is ‘the
language of experimental physicists (and lay people)’ used to describe the world, and it
may contain extra-linguistic elements such as diagrams, images, ostension, etc. To give
some examples of how this language picks out the objects in the world: (1) ‘A physicist’s
description of a laser beam’ 7→ laser beam. (2) ‘A set of numbers on a computer screen’ 7→
the events in a particle detector. (3) The descriptions of experimental results (including
the description of the working of the instruments) that we find in the pages of scientific
journals.
Let me say a bit more about the criterion of identity of the elements and the relations
of the domain of application, in the light of the language we use to talk about the world.
The fact that this language is not purely empirical, but is ‘theory laden’, need not be
an obstacle to the comparison of the domains of two theories, as my explicit examples in
Sections 5 and 6 will illustrate: the theory-ladenness often helps in making this compar-
ison, since emergence relates the bare theories whose domains we compare. Thus radical
Kuhn-Feyerabend theses, of the type that there is complete “incommensurability of mean-
ings”, are not in agreement with scientific practice, in the case we are interested in. For
incommensurability is usually partial, and the domains are often partly overlapping and
partly distinct: and when they differ—provided other conditions are secured—we will
have emergence. Thus the practice of determining whether two elements are the same
includes a combination of theoretical and empirical considerations. For examples of how
to formalise and compare theories this way, see Sections 5 and 6.
I will expand on the criterion of identity of domains, in terms of intensions and exten-
sions, in Section 2.2.2. Let me now introduce the conception of emergence.
2.1.1 The conception of emergence
Consider the opening words of the Stanford Encylopedia of Philosophy’s entry on ‘Emer-
gent Properties’ (its only entry on ‘emergence’):
Emergence is a notorious philosophical term of art. A variety of theorists have
appropriated it for their purposes ever since George Henry Lewes gave it a philo-
sophical sense in his 1875 Problems of Life and Mind. We might roughly characterize
11For my earlier endorsements of intensional semantics, and more details, see De Haro and Butterfield
(2018: §2.3) and De Haro and De Regt (2018: §1.1).
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the shared meaning thus: emergent entities (properties or substances) arise out of
more fundamental entities and yet are ‘novel’ or ‘irreducible’ with respect to them...
Each of the quoted terms is slippery in its own right, and their specifications yield
the varied notions of emergence.12
On this general characterisation, emergence is a two-place relation between two sets of
entities: the emergent entities, and the more fundamental ones (I will dub them the ‘top’
and ‘bottom’ entities, respectively). The top entities are ‘novel’ or ‘irreducible’ compared
to the bottom ones.
‘Irreducibility’ here matches Broad’s ‘lack of deducibility’ quoted in the Introduction.13
As the italicized phrase in the above quote suggests, irreducibility and novelty are related:
which naturally leads us to ‘novelty’ as the weaker, more general alternative. For irre-
ducibility is surely indicative of some type of novelty: if the top entities are irreducible
compared to the bottom ones, then surely they have something novel. But the other way
around is not the case: novelty need not be expressed as irreducibility. And so, I pro-
pose that ‘novelty’, in this general and—admittedly—still unspecified sense, is the more
general notion that one should seek to define emergence. Part of our task in developing
a theory of emergence, then, is to further clarify what we mean by ‘novelty’.
The above discussion is echoed by the recent philosophy of physics literature, which
sees ‘emergence’ as a “delicate balance” between dependence, or rootedness, and indepen-
dence, or autonomy (and the accounts also often compare theories rather than individual
entities).14 Roughly speaking, dependence means that there is a linkage between two
theories (or between two items of a given theory): while independence means that there
is novelty in one theory with respect to the other (or between the two items of the given
theory). This matches the two aspects—the two-place relation and the characterisation
of the top entities as ‘novel’—of the above quote.
In this Section, I shall make these notions more precise, within the framework for theo-
ries from Section 2.1. I will take these two aspects—linkage and novelty—to align with the
two aspects comprising a theory: viz. the bare theory and its interpretation. Since these
two aspects lie “along different conceptual axes”, they can be happily reconciled: which
makes it unnecessary to define novelty somehow as a ‘lack of linkage’, ‘lack of deduction’
or ‘irreducibility’. In this subsection, I discuss linkage, and in the next, novelty.15
Thus I take linkage to be a formal, i.e. uninterpreted, relation between bare theories (or
between two items of a given bare theory), hence as an inter-theoretic relation between
12O’Connor and Wong (2002): the second Italics is mine. So far as I know, the broad idea of emergence
goes back at least to 1843, when it was introduced by J. S. Mill as the idea that “adding up the separate
actions of the parts does not amount to the action of the living body”, even though he did not use the
word ‘emergence’. Quoted in Landsman (2013: pp. 379-380).
13I already discussed how this notion seems problematic in the physical sciences, for reasons that Broad
himself acknowledged: namely, it is too narrow, and there is a lack of convincing examples of such (strong)
emergence.
14See e.g. Humphreys (2016: p. 26), Bedau (1997: p. 375), Bedau and Humphreys (2008: p. 1), Butter-
field (2011: §1.1.1).
15In his excellent, and very comprehensive, book, Humphreys (2016: p. 26) distinguishes four features
of emergence: dependence, novelty, autonomy, and holism. He only regards dependence and novelty
as necessary for emergence, which are precisely the ones I consider here. For Humphreys’ rationale for
distinguishing novelty and autonomy, see (2016: pp. 32-33).
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bare theories. More precisely, linkage is an asymmetric relation, link, among the bare
theories in a given family—with the family containing at least two theories. For the case
of just two theories, it is a surjective and non-injective map, denoted as: link : Tb → Tt.
Here I adopt Butterfield’s mnemonic, whereby Tb stands for ‘best, bottom or basic’, and
Tt stands for ‘tainted, top or tangible’, theory. Here, Tb normally denotes a single theory,
but it can be used to denote a family of theories. So, the idea is that the bare theory,
Tb, contains some variable(s) which provide(s) a more accurate description of a given
situation than does Tt.
16 (See the three cases of linkage, just below).
The idea of the linkage map, link, is that it exhibits the bottom theory, Tb, as ap-
proximated by the top theory, Tt. The map’s being surjective and non-injective embodies
the idea of ‘coarse-graining to describe a physical situation’ (but linkage is not restricted
to mere coarse-graining: see below). The linkage map (and so, the broad meaning of
‘linkage’, as an inter-theoretic relation, used here) can be any of three kinds which do not
exclude one another, but are almost always found in combination:
(i) A limit in the mathematical sense. Some variable (e.g. V, c, ~ ∈ R≥0 or N ∈ N)
of the theory Tb is taken to some special value (e.g. V → ∞, N → ∞, c → ∞, ~ → 0),
i.e. there is a sequence in which a continuous or a discrete variable is taken to some value.
Tb then refers to the sequence of theories obtained when the variable is taken to the
limit, while Tt is the limit theory. In actual practice, the limit often comes with other
operations, such as in (ii) immediately below—hence my warning above that these three
kinds of linkage maps ‘are almost always found in combination’.17
(ii) Comparing different states or quantities. Emergence often involves comparing a
given physical situation, or system, or configuration of a system, to another that resembles
it. This is often done by comparing some of the theory’s models, i.e. the solutions of the
theory (for an example of this, see Section 5.3). Such physical comparisons have correlates
in the formalism, which can be implemented prior to interpretation, by comparing different
states or quantities or different models, here considered as uninterpreted solutions of the
equations (cf. Section 2.1), between the bottom and top theories. In these cases, Tb
is the bare theory that describes the situation (or system, or configuration) one wishes
to compare to, and Tt is the bare theory that describes the situation (or system, or
configuration) that one compares. The linkage map is then the formal implementation of
this comparison, e.g. the comparison between the formal, i.e. uninterpreted, models.
(iii) Mathematical approximations (whether good or poor). Here, one compares the-
ories (or expressions within theories) mathematically: perhaps numerically, or in terms
of some parameter(s) of approximation. For example, as when one cuts off an infinite
sequence beyond a given member of the sequence (perhaps because the sequence does
16There are exceptions to this motivating idea, as we will see in the example of Section 5 (cf. also the
discussion in Section 3.1): where the bottom theory will be more explanatory, but the top theory will be
more empirically accurate. What is essential is that the two theories are linked as here required.
17In the case of dimensionful parameters such as c and ~, the limit is taken such that the parameter is
large or small relative to other dimensionful parameters in the theory (such as the speeds of particles, in
the case of c, and the value of energy differences and time intervals, in the case of ~). For a treatment of
c→∞ limit in general relativity, see Malament (1986: pp. 192-193). For a treatment of the ~→ 0 case,
see Landsman (2013: pp. 380-383). See also my example in Section 5.
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not converge, or perhaps because there is no physical motivation for keeping an infinite
number of members of the sequence); or when, in a Taylor series, one drops the terms
after a certain order of interest. This will implement the idea that “emergence need not
require limits”.
Let me make three comments about how these three ways, (i)-(iii), of linking a theory
to another, can define the map link : Tb → Tt. The first two comments are about how to
apply (i)-(iii), while the third is about how linkage thus defined relates to emergence:
(1) Any of the three ways, (i)-(iii), of linking a theory to another, can define the map
link : Tb → Tt. A given linkage map almost always involves a combination of several of
the above approximations, as we will see in Sections 4 to 6. Also, the list is not meant to
be exhaustive.
(2) Bridge principles: before (i)-(iii) can successfully define a linkage map, one may
need to “choose the right variables”, or make additional assumptions. For example, one
may need to first recast the bottom theory in a more convenient or more general form
(see an example of this in Section 5.1). This goes under the name of bridge principles or
bridge laws, i.e. the map link : Tb → Tt between the bottom and top theories may involve
additional assumptions such as choices of initial or boundary conditions, or defining new
variables to link the two theories’ vocabularies. However, since the comparison here is
between bare theories, the bridge principles here meant are formal, i.e. uninterpreted, so
that—recall the distinction at the end of Section 2.1—the ‘language’ just mentioned is
the language of the bare theory, not the language we use to talk about the domain: thus
it is mathematical rather than physical language.18
(3) The ways of linking, (i)-(iii), as here defined are formal i.e. not interpretative,
as I stressed in (ii): they link the bare theories, but they are physically motivated, and
they often have a correlate in the theory’s interpretation (which serves as a constraining
affordance on the kind of linkage map one is likely to adopt). Just how the theory’s inter-
pretation correlates with the formal linkage map is in fact the very question of emergence
itself, as I will discuss in the next few Sections:
Emergence. We have emergence iff two bare theories, Tb and Tt, are related by a
linkage map, and if in addition the interpreted top theory has novel aspects relative to
the interpreted bottom theory.19
The linkage map thus specifies the dependence part of the emergence relation. To
characterise emergence, we still need to specify the novelty.20
18Bridge laws or correspondence rules, which I here schematically dub ‘bridge principles’ (to avoid
the physical connotations of ‘correspondence’ and ‘laws’) are discussed in Nagel (1949: p. 302) and
(1961: p. 354). The latter reference discusses two roles (as ‘conditions of connectability’ and ‘derivability’)
that bridge principles fulfill, and gives three types of bridge laws. My bridge principles here are more
restricted, in that they connect formal, i.e. uninterpreted theories, as explained in the main text. For a
discussion of “ontological reduction”, see the end of Section 2.2.2, especially footnote 49
19This definition can also be adapted for the emergence of properties, entities, or behaviour within a
single theory. I will use this in the example in Section 5.1.
20A general characterisation of novelty, as ‘not being included in (the closure of) a domain’, is given in
Humphreys (2016: p. 26). Butterfield (2011: §1.1.1) adds ‘robustness’ (i.e. the top theory’s independence
from the bottom theory’s details) as an additional requirement for emergence. While I agree that robust-
ness is an important property to further analyse the physical significance of emergent behaviour, and I
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Philosophers often distinguish between ontological and epistemic emergence. The
intended contrast is, roughly, between emergence ‘in the world’ vs. emergence merely in
our description of the world. Thus according to this distinction we can have two types of
novelty: ontological or epistemic. Specifying novelty in the case of ontological emergence
is the topic of the next Section.
2.1.2 Ontological emergence as novel reference
In this Section, I characterise the kind of novelty that is relevant to ontological emergence.
First of all, let me point to an obvious question that comes to mind about the literature on
ontological emergence. We saw, in Section 2.1.1, that it is reasonable to define emergence
in terms of novelty: this being a more general notion than the stronger ‘irreducibility’—
and, as I mentioned, this also seems to reflect a consensus in the recent philosophy of
physics literature. Thus one would expect that, when defining ontological emergence, one
would try to further characterise the so-far unspecified notion of ‘novelty’ in terms that
are relevant to the ontology of the entities or theories involved in a relation of emergence.
But the literature usually takes some highly specific metaphysical relation instead,
whose relation to novelty is not explicitly addressed, and uses that to characterise the
emergence relation between the top and bottom entities or theories. I think this shift to
specificity is understandable taking into account some of metaphysicians’ interests, but
I will also argue that, lacking a general notion of ontological novelty, we run the risk of
missing some more basic aspects of what we mean by ‘ontological emergence’.
For example, Wong (2010: p. 7) defines ontological emergence as ‘aggregativity gen-
erating emergent properties’: ‘Ontological emergence is the thesis that when aggregates
of microphysical properties attain a requisite level of complexity, they generate and (per-
haps) sustain emergent natural properties.’ And Wimmsatt (1997, 2007: Chapter 12)
takes the lack of aggregativity of a compound as the mark of emergence.21
Further, in the Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy article quoted earlier, O’Connor
and Wong (2015: §3.2) review various other uses of the phrase ‘ontological emergence’,
none of which are obviously introduced as an explication of ‘novelty’: viz. ontological
emergence as ‘supervenience’, as ‘non-synchronic and causal’, and as ‘fusion’.
I will not criticise these accounts here, since my claim is not that they are incorrect,22
but rather that the accounts—interesting as they are—are very specific: in fact, too
specific to be able deal with all the examples that physicists are interested in. For example,
Wimsatt’s (1997, 2007) ‘failure of aggregativity’ does not seem applicable in cases where
one compares systems that are neither spatial components of each other, nor aggregates
of components. In other words, the relevant relation between the levels is not always one
of spatial inclusion or material constitution. Thus already my examples from Sections 4
and 5 are not covered by Wimsatt’s criterion of failure of aggregativity. Also, it would
will implement it in my choice of the emergence base (i.e. the class of bottom theories with respect to
which the top theory emerges) in Eqs. (3)-(5) below: I do not think robustness is a necessary requirement
for a minimal ontological description of emergence: see footnote 36 for other choices of emergence base.
21I take ‘lack of aggregativity’ to be an example of ontological rather than epistemic emergence, since
aggregativity is a property of entities rather than theories.
22For a criticism of the supervenience account, see Butterfield (2011: pp. 948-956).
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seem that failure of aggregativity is most interesting if it leads to novelty. The same can
be said about causation: it may play a role in important examples of emergence such as
the mind, but it is hard to see how it plays a role in the kind of examples that I discuss in
this paper, which are, I believe, “garden variety” for the theoretical physicist, and involve
no causation from the bottom to the top entities.
Another reason to be sceptical about too specific accounts of ontological novelty is
the requirement of consistency with the general description of emergence reviewed in Sec-
tion 2.1.1. As I said above, having settled for novelty as the general mark of emergence,
one naturally expects an explication of emergence to point to novelty in the top theory’s
ontology. Thus I take it that the metaphysical accounts of emergence just discussed, in
so far as they all capture aspects of emergence, aim to put forward a specific metaphys-
ical expression of ‘novelty’. This is apparent from Wong’s mention of the ‘generation
of emergent natural properties’: surely what makes these properties of the top theory
‘emergent’ (on pain of his own definition being circular) is that they are novel, relative to
the properties of the bottom theory.
My account of ontological emergence is metaphysically pluralist in that, while it recog-
nises that emergence is a matter of novelty in the world (as the general notion of emergence
prompts us to say), it does not point to a single metaphysical relation (e.g. supervenience,
causal influence or fusion) as constitutive of ontological emergence. And I believe that
this is just right, for the reasons above: a single metaphysical relation does not seem to
cover all the cases of interest. Indeed my main contention is that there is a more basic
framework for ‘ontological novelty’ that needs to be developed before one fruitfully moves
on to detailed metaphysical analyses. Furthermore, I take it as a virtue of the present
framework that it allows for an explication of the phrase ‘ontological emergence’ without
appealing to specific, and sometimes controversial, metaphysical notions. So it seems that
an account satisfying these desiderata should exist (more on this in Section 3.2). In this
sense, my account is “basic”, and can perhaps best be seen as an attempt to state the
“almost obvious” in a more precise way.
To discuss ontological novelty, then, I take my cue from Norton (2012), which is a percep-
tive discussion of the difference between idealisation and—what I shall call—non-idealising
approximation. Roughly speaking, he proposes the following contrast:
A [non-idealising] approximation is an inexact description of a target system.23 An
idealization is a real or fictitious, idealizing system, [possibly] distinct from the
target system, whose properties provide an [exact or] inexact description of the
target system’ (p. 209).24
23Norton calls this an “approximation”, but this I already used this word in Section 2.1.1 (iii) in the
more common sense of a ‘mathematical approximation’, hence my addition of ‘non-idealising’ here. For
it seems to me that doing an approximation does not, in general, prevent the approximation from being
an idealisation, i.e. an idealising system could exist (and this is also the jargon adopted in the literature
on reduction, see e.g. Schaffner (1967: p. 144) and Nagel (1979)). Therefore, I dub the more restrictive
type (which does not play an important role in the rest of the paper) a ‘non-idealising approximation’.
24Norton’s use of the gerundive ‘idealizing’, here in his definition of ‘idealization’, is not circular, because
‘idealizing’, introduced as an adjective for ‘system’, is merely a label used to distinguish this system from
the other system involved: namely, the ‘target’ system. See my use of these words in Section 3.1.
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Norton summarises the main difference between the two as an answer to the question:
‘Do the terms involve novel reference?’ On Norton’s usage, only idealisations introduce
reference to a novel system—notice that the word ‘system’ here may refer to a real or a
fictitious system. In the case of idealisation, there is an ‘idealised system’ that realizes
the ‘idealised properties’. In the case of a non-idealising approximation, an idealised
system either does not exist, or is not accurate enough to describe the target system
under study.25
I propose to define ontological novelty in terms of novel reference thus construed. Thus,
this gives an additional condition on the linkage map defined in Section 2.1.1: namely, the
composition of the linkage map and the top theory’s interpretation map, it ◦ link, must
have an idealisation in its range, in the sense that the top theory has a referent that is
novel, relative to the bottom theory’s domain of application.26
This is not merely the condition that the top theory must describe a physical system
through its interpretation map, it: for the top theory is linked to the bottom theory, and
so this is an extra condition on the linkage map between the two theories.
Although this characterisation of ontological novelty as novelty of reference is, by
itself, not a new construal of the notion (see the discussion in Section 3.3), it will give an
interesting criterion for emergence: one formalised in terms of maps, in Section 2.2.
There is ‘novel reference’ when the terms of the bare theory refer (via the interpretation
maps introduced in Section 2.1.1) to new things in the world, i.e. elements or relations
that are (a) not in the domain of application of the bottom theory, Tb, that Tt is being
compared to, but are (b) still in the world—they are in the domain of application of Tt.
Novelty is here not meant primarily in the temporal sense, since it is conceptual
novelty27 that counts (cf. Nagel (1961: p. 375)),28 even allowing reference to other possible
worlds (as Norton does when he refers to idealisations as referring to real or fictitious
systems: p. 209; cf. also the definition of an interpreted theory in Section 2.1).
25An idealising system is sometimes called a ‘limit system’, the word ‘limit’ here echoing case (i) in
Section 2.1.1. However, I deny that idealisations invariably require limits, because they only require
a physical system described by a top theory (more on this in Section 2.2.1), and thus all of (i)-(iii)
can correlate with an idealisation. For example, the case study in Sections 5.1-5.2, although naturally
written as a limit, does not require one since the theory (as opposed to some of its models) contains no
singularities. See the discussion in Section 3.3.2. For this reason, I do not use the ‘limit system’ jargon.
26Humphreys (2016: p. 29) considers novelty within a single domain, while I here require novelty of one
domain relative to another. The domain Dt is novel, relative to Db, if some of its elements or relations
are not included in Db. For more details, see Section 2.2.1. For novelty of entities, see Humphreys
(2016: p. 34).
27Humphreys (2016: p. 39) distinguishes ontological from conceptual novelty. His ‘conceptual novelty’
corresponds, roughly, to what I call ‘epistemic emergence’ (see Section 2.2.1). His ‘ontological novelty’
does not exactly match mine, which contains aspects of his ontological and his conceptual novelty. See the
discussion in Section 3.3. By ‘conceptual’ I here mean the qualitative notions involved in interpreting a
theory (e.g. the notion of ‘simultaneity’ in classical mechanics as a relation between events in the world),
rather than the uninterpreted notions of the bare theory. This is why ‘conceptual’, on my construal,
pertains to the interpretation of the theory, and hence to its ontology, rather than to its descriptive
apparatus.
28Of course, the linkage map does not exclude the temporal dimension: ‘diachonic’ emergence is ob-
tained if the linkage map entails “evolving the time parameter”. However, this will not be my focus,
since it is a special case of the general linkage map. For interesting treatments of diachronic emergence,
see Guay and Sartenaer (2016: pp. 301-302, 316-317) and Humphreys (2016: pp. 43-44, 66, 70-72).
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For example, Norton considers the eighteenth- and nineteenth-century theories of heat
to be referentially successful, despite the fact that we now know that heat is not a fluid.
According to Norton, the theory is nevertheless—
referentially successful in that the idealizing system is a part of the same system the
successor theory describes. The “caloric” of caloric theory refers to the same thing
as the “heat” of thermodynamics, but in the confines of situations in which there is
no interchange of heat and work.
I propose to read Norton’s statement above as saying that the theory is referentially
successful because it refers to an idealised world29—a possible world in which there is
no interchange of heat and work—that approximates the target system of interest well,
according to standard criteria of empirical adequacy: and that as such it is referentially
successful. I develop this suggestion in the next Section.
The explication of ontological emergence as novel reference does not attempt to an-
swer questions about scientific realism or referential stability across theory change.30 In
particular, Tb should not strictly be seen as the successor of Tt in a historical sense, nor
need the continuity between their domains of applicability be assumed.
2.2 Ontological emergence, in more detail
In this Section, I propose an answer to the question of how to characterise ontological
emergence for theories formulated as in Section 2.1. My proposal is based on a restatement
of the notion of ‘novel reference’: namely as the failure of the interpretative and linkage
map to mesh, i.e. to commute, in the usual mathematical sense of their diagram’s “not
closing”. This idea is inspired by Butterfield (2011a: §3.3.2), though I here consider it
for interpretations rather than for bare theories: a distinction which will turn out to be
important (cf. Section 2.2.2).
I begin with two remarks which further specify the context to which these concepts
apply:
(1) Emergence of theories: and of models, entities, properties, or behaviour. I will
formulate the distinction in terms of theories, but the idea can be equally well formulated
in terms of models (cf. Section 2.1), entities, properties, or behaviour (and I will adopt
the latter perspective in the examples in Sections 4 and 5).
(2) The space of theories. Properly defining a linkage map, especially if it involves a
mathematical limit of a theory (so that one can then discuss the sequence of correspond-
ing interpretations), often requires introducing the notion of a space of theories related
29Norton’s suggestion that novel reference characterises idealisation seems to rule out purely instru-
mentalist interpretations of theories: but only in so far as such interpretations can successfully avoid
ontological questions (which is far from being an innocuous condition!). Thus from now on, the inter-
pretations considered will not include strongly instrumentalist interpretations of theories. Other philo-
sophical positions, such as empiricism, are of course supported by the framework: see footnote 53. For a
critique of instrumentalism in physics, see Wallace (2012: pp. 24-28).
30For a summary of the debate, see Radder (2012: §3.4), Psillos (1999: pp. 282-284). The example of
phlogiston is discussed in Kitcher (1978: pp. 529-536), and water is in Chang (2012: §4.1, §4.3.4).
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by the linkage map. Sections 5 and 6 will take a simpler approach and consider sequences
of states, quantities, and dynamics, without explicitly specifying the full details of the
spaces in which the sequences are defined, so as to simplify the presentation.31
Section 2.2.1 contains the core of this Section and the main proposal of this paper,
i.e. the explication of ontological emergence. In Section 2.2.2, I discuss to what extent
the proposal answers the questions in the Introduction.
2.2.1 Epistemic and ontological emergence as commutativity and non-commu-
tativity of maps
In this Section, I reformulate the notion of novel reference in terms of the non-commutati-
vity of the interpretative and linkage maps, or their “failure to mesh”: which I will use
to give an explication of ontological emergence. I here mean non-commutativity of maps
in the usual mathematical sense that, depending of the order in which the maps are
applied, the image (value, output) that a given argument (input) is mapped to varies—
the mismatch thus expressing the novelty of the reference.
Thus the starting point is a reformulation of the idea of novel reference, in terms of
my notion of interpretation of a bare theory (Section 2.1). Recall that an interpretation
is a surjective map, i, from the bare theory, T , to a domain of application, D, i : T → D,
preserving appropriate structures. Norton’s idea can then be formulated as follows.
Consider two bare theories, a bottom theory, Tb, and a top theory, Tt. Their inter-
pretations are corresponding surjective, structure-preserving maps (by our assumption,
in the preamble of Section 2.1, that the interpretation is “sufficiently good”), from the
theories to their respective domains of application. That is, there are maps ib : Tb → Db
and it : Tt → Dt.
Now, consider, as in Section 2.1.1, a linkage map, link : Tb → Tt, mapping the bottom
theory to the top theory. There are two interpretative cases, as follows.
(1) Allowing epistemic emergence. If the two theories describe the same “sector
of reality”, i.e. the same domain of application in the world, then the ranges of their
interpretations must coincide. (Alternatively, the top range must be contained in the
bottom range, i.e. Dt ⊆ Db: a condition that I will discuss separately, below). For
the range of the interpretation is what the theory purports to represent: and these two
theories represent the same sector of reality. This situation of identity is described by the
commuting diagram in Figure 1. As is clear from the diagram, there is no novel reference
here, because the domains of application in the world are the same.
Notice that, since the domains of application are the same, the two maps map to the
same elements within that domain of application (the same experiments, interactions,
correlations, etc.): even though, as interpretations, they are of course different, because
they map from different theories (and so, one theory could describe water in terms of
31Thus I refrain from a more ambitious technical aim, of trying to define general conditions of emergence
(and, especially, the aim of characterising the robustness of the emergent behaviour—which, as I said in
footnote 20, I do not think is required for emergence) in terms of the underlying topology, and choice of
it. For an example of deploying topology in the “space of theories”, cf. Fletcher (2016).
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Tb
link−−→ Tt
ib ↘ ↙ it
D
Figure 1: Possibility of epistemic emergence. The two interpretations describe “the same sector
of reality”, so that ib = it ◦ link.
molecular dynamics of the single molecules, or in terms of the dynamics of groups of
molecules, even though both describe the same empirical data). In such a case, the two
interpretations are related as follows: ib = it ◦ link.
Another type of epistemic emergence is if the bare theories, Tb and Tt, are equivalent
bare theories. That is, we consider the commuting diagram in Figure 1, but weaken the
linkage map link, allowing it to be injective. There is no novelty in the world, but only in
the bare theory and the interpretation map (but not in its range).32 Dualities in physics
give vivid examples of this type of emergence:33 see Castellani and De Haro (2019) (see
also Section 3.3.2).
Since in Figure 1 there is no novel reference, there cannot be ontological emergence.
However, there can be epistemic emergence: this will be the case when the two interpreted
theories describe the domain of application differently. And so, the top theory Tt can
have properties or descriptive features that are indeed novel, and striking, relative to the
bottom theory, Tb. The novelty of these properties and descriptive features, however, is
not a matter of reference: it does not rely on a difference in elements or relations between
the bottom and top domains of application, since by definition we have a commuting
diagram in Figure 1. Rather, the novelty lies in the different relations between the bare
theory and the domain that it establishes, compared to ib, i.e. in the kind of statements
that the interpreted theory makes about the domains of application.
I now discuss the special case of proper inclusion, i.e. Dt ⊂ Db. The reason for allowing
this case is that there are surely cases of epistemic emergence in which the diagram “does
not close”. If ib is a “very fine-grained interpretation”, “respecting” the distinction of
the many micro-variables of Tb, i.e. an injective map, while link is of course non-injective,
then we have a diagram which cannot possibly commute on all arguments. But this could
be a case of mere coarse-graining with no ontological novelty, while the failure of the
diagram to close would seem to suggest ontological emergence. In such cases, empirical
adequacy (see Section 2.1) on the domain Db, so that it is a good range for ib, requires
Db to “contain coarse-grained facts”, since ib needs to be surjective on Db. Thus in such
32Another interesting case is equivalent theories with different interpretations. Though there is on-
tological novelty here, there is no ontological emergence because the linkage map is injective: see van
Dongen et al. (2019: footnote 52).
33As discussed in van Dongen et al. (2019: Section 4.4), De Haro (2015: p. 118), and Dieks et
al. (2015: pp. 208-209), dualities of this type only give cases of epistemic emergence. The reason is that
the linkage map between the two theories is an isomorphism, which is in tension with the asymmetry
(non-injectivity) required for ontological emergence.
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cases, “good” interpretations of Tb include a classification of microstates into macrostates.
To sum up: cases where the map link is mere coarse-graining, which results in the
“dropping of certain fine-grained facts from the domain”, do not count as ontological
emergence because then Dt is a proper subset of Db.
Let me spell out the possibility of epistemic emergence a bit more. Though the domains
and ranges of ib and it ◦ link are the same, the interpretative maps ib and it are different
and have different theories as their domain of definition. Thus the novelty lies in the
existence of a new theory, Tt, with its own novel interpretation map, it; and this novelty is
relative to the bottom theory, Tb, with its interpretation map ib. Therefore the emergence
is epistemic, since it takes place at the level of the theory and its interpretation map
(while the domains are the same): it is emergence in the theoretical description, rather
than emergence in what the theory describes.34
Epistemic emergence should not be dismissed as “merely” a matter of “words”, or even
“taste”. For theories, and interpretations of the kind here discussed, are not the kinds of
things that one can choose as one pleases—there may be virtually no freedom in choosing
an appropriate linkage map giving rise to a consistent theory Tt whose interpretation is
as good as that of Tb—i.e. the ranges of their interpretations must be identical (cf. Section
2.2.2).
The above is, as it should be, only a necessary condition of epistemic emergence: as
a difference in theoretical description. To give a sufficient condition for epistemic emer-
gence, one needs a more precise characterisation of epistemic novelty. Epistemic novelty
is often characterised in terms of computational or algorithmical complexity, chaotic be-
haviour, possibility of derivation only through simulation, etc. Alternatively, it is seen as
the failure of prediction or of explanation.35 But since epistemic emergence will not be
my main topic, I will leave such further characterisations aside (I will return to it in the
example of Section 3.3.2; see also Castellani and De Haro (2018: §2.3)).
(2) Non-commutation: ontological emergence. But when there is novel reference,
the two interpretations refer to different things—they may even refer to different domains
of application. For example, hydrodynamics describes the motion of water between 0o C
34Epistemic emergence is a matter of novel description by the bare theory, and so an anonymous referee
asked: ‘How do we determine what a bare theory describes, prior to interpretation?’ The answer is that
we do not need to determine epistemic emergence in complete independence of the interpretation map.
However, a bare theory, even if physically uninterpreted, already comes with a mathematical physics
language that allows us to see the novelty in the bare theory: it is the linkage function itself that
introduces this epistemic novelty (see Section 2.1 and De Haro (2016: Section 1.1.1; 2019: Section 2.1.1)).
In the case of dual theories with the same domain of application, the two theories give different effective
descriptions of this domain, because of the approximations introduced: for details, see Castellani and De
Haro (2019: Section 2.2). In both cases, the novelty is in both the bare theory and in the interpretation
map, but—crucially—the interpretation map’s range is the same, and the diagram in Figure 1 closes:
and so, the distinction with the case of ontological emergence, to be made below, is sharp. For explicit
examples of how one formalises a theory in this way, see Sections 5 and 6.
35For more details, see, for example, Bedau (1997: pp. 378-379), Bedau and Humphreys (2008: p. 16),
Humphreys (2016: pp. 144-197).
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and 99o C at typical pressures, while the molecular theory of water potentially describes
it in a different domain of application, since it can e.g. explain the boiling of water as
the breaking of the inter-molecular hydrogen bonds due to molecular excitations. Here,
one should not confuse the fact that the interpretations of the two theories attempt to
explain the properties of the same target system (e.g. turbulence in a fluid) with the
distinctiveness of their ranges: each of which is subject to its own conditions of empirical
adequacy, within its relevant accuracy.
In all such cases of novel reference, the domains of application are different:
Dt * Db , (1)
and therefore so are the interpretation maps, that is:
it ◦ link 6= ib (2)
ran(it) /⊂ ran(ib) .
Thus the range of the interpretation of the top theory, Tt, is not the same as the range
of the interpretation of the bottom theory, Tb, nor is it a subset of it. This is what I call
ontological emergence, and it is pictured in Figure 2.
There are cases in which Tt is not a good approximation to a single theory Tb (cf. (i)
and (iii) in Section 2.1.1), but only to one of the members of a family of theories Tb.
Let us label this family by x, so that the bottom theory becomes a function of x, which
we write as Tb(x). In other words, we take the emergence base (i.e. the class of bottom
theories with respect to which the top theory emerges: cf. footnote 20) to be the entire
family of theories, {Tb(x)}, for any x in an appropriately chosen range. We will see this
at work in the example of Section 5.
Since the emergence base is the entire set of theories, {Tb(x)}, the bottom theories
all have the same interpretation map, ib, but the range of ib now depends on, i.e. varies
with, x through the bottom theory, i.e. we evaluate ib(Tb(x)).
Now take x to be bounded from below by 0 and consider, as a special case, a linkage
map that is taking the limit x→ 0, i.e.:
Tt := lim
x→0
Tb(x) . (3)
In this case, the statement of ontological emergence, Eqs. (1)-(2), amounts to:
ran(it) * ran (ib)|x=0 (4)
or, perhaps more intuitively:36
Dt := it(Tt) * Db|x=0 := ib(Tb(x))|x=0 . (5)
36The condition x = 0 in the subscripts on the right-hand side is motivated by the condition, mentioned
above, that we take the entire class of theories, {Tb(x)}, to belong to the emergence base. This will be
important in footnote 71. But there are other possible choices of this base. In particular, by analogy
with the case of just two theories, it would suffice that Dt 6= Db(x0), where x0 is some reference value
of x, for us to claim that the top theory emerges from the bottom theory (where the bottom theory is
here identified with Tb(x0)). However, it is in most cases better motivated to regard the whole class
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link
Tt
it−−→ Dtx 6=
Tb
ib−−→ Db
Figure 2: The failure of interpretation and linkage to commute (ib 6= it ◦ link) gives rise to
different interpretations, possibly with different domains of application, Db 6= Dt.
In other words, the domains that we get by interpreting the top theory directly, or by
first interpreting the bottom theory and then setting x = 0, are different, as we will see
in the example below.37
In view of the difference between Figures 1 and 2, we can now reformulate novel refer-
ence as the linkage map’s failure to commute, or to mesh, with the interpretation. When
linkage and interpretation do not commute, the two interpretation maps are different be-
cause the theories refer to different domains, and different systems—even if the underlying
physical object, like the sample of water above, may of course be the same.
It is possible to formulate a robustness condition for the emergent behaviour—which I
will assume in the rest of the paper—as the condition that the emergence base is a whole
class of theories, i.e. {Tb(x)} for a range of values of x, rather than a single theory for
fixed x. Thus, emergence is robust if the interpretation does not change as we vary x over
the base (see footnote 36).
To sum up: the meshing condition between the linkage and interpretation maps, for-
mulated as the lack of commutativity or of closing of their joint diagram, Figure 2, should
be seen as a reformulation of novelty of reference—a reformulation that gives a straight-
forward formal criterion that can be used in examples.
Let me briefly discuss the relation between reduction and emergence. I will endorse
the philosopher’s traditional account of reduction: namely, Nagel’s view38—as, essen-
of theories, for any x, as the emergence base, i.e. to take {Tb(x)}0≤x≤x0 as the emergence base, under
the assumption that ran (ib(x)) = ran (ib(x
′)) (where ib(x) is Tb(x)’s own interpretation map) whenever
x, x′ ∈ [0, x0]. For then Tt is novel relative to the whole class of theories {Tb(x)}0≤x≤x0 , all of which have
the same interpretation, ib. It is this stronger requirement that I follow in this paper, and it amounts
to a robustness condition. The requirement can be easily weakened as needed, by evaluating the right-
hand side of Eq. (4) at some other point x, or by adapting the emergence base in a way appropriate
for the situation at hand. Also Humphreys (2016: p. 28) emphasises the relativity of ‘emergence’ to the
emergence base: my choice x = 0, on the right-hand side of Eq. (4), is how my framework reflects this.
Additional motivation for this choice is as follows. Assume that there were some x′ ∈ (0, x0), such that
ran (ib(x)) 6= ran (ib(x′)). Then the theory at x = x′ is already emergent: in other words, “we did not
need to go to x = 0 to get emergence”. So, it is best to take the emergent theory, Tt, to be the one whose
domain is distinct from the domains of all the theories at x ∈ [0, x0] (alternatively, to define x such that
Dt is distinct from Db(x) for the entire range of x).
37This also applies to cases where, instead of a continuous parameter x, we have a sequence of bottom
theories, Tb, T
′
b, T
′′
b , . . ., and a sequence of interpretations ib, i
′
b, i
′′
b , . . . In such cases, ontological emer-
gence lies in the sequence of interpretative maps not converging to, or being distinct from, the given
approximation (cf. (i) and (iii) in Section 2.1.1), the top theory’s interpretative map, it.
38The philosopher’s traditional account of reduction is: Nagel (1961: pp. 351-363; 1979), Hempel
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tially, deduction of one (here, bare) theory from another, almost always using additional
definitions or bridge-principles linking the two theories’ vocabularies.39 Not all linkage
maps will be reductive. For the relations between physical theories are often much more
varied than logical deduction with bridge principles allows (for example, the use of limits
and related procedures, such as renormalization, often adds content to the theory). But
when the linkage is reductive, the account explains at once why ontological emergence
and reduction are independent of each other: for the former is a property of the theory’s
interpretation (i.e. the novelty in the domain), while the latter, understood as a formal
relation, is a property of the linkage map only, i.e. a relation between bare theories.40
2.2.2 Is emergence ubiquitous? Regimenting the uses
In this Section, I point out two properties of the regimentation of ‘emergence’ I have
proposed, that have the effect of reducing the number of putative cases of emergence; and
I analyse the extent to which the framework gives a clear-cut criterion of emergence.
Understanding ontological emergence as novelty of reference, and epistemic emergence
as novelty of theoretical description, gives a helpful regimentation of the uses of the word
‘emergence’. One problem which seems to have plagued the literature is the apparent
ubiquitousness of emergence, which would seem to be sanctioned by my logically weak
conception in Section 2.1 (cf. Chalmers (2006: §3)).
In addressing this problem, the first point to note is that, as I stressed: given the
wealth of examples in which physicists justifiably talk about emergence (and which the
philosophical literature has also endorsed), pervasiveness is something one may, to some
extent, expect and accept.41 But, more important: my regimentation has two implica-
tions which amount to strengthening the conception of ontological emergence:
(1) The requirement that Tt, and a sufficiently good interpretation of it, must exist.
My conception makes emergence less pervasive than it might at first sight appear, because
of the requirement that Tt must be a bare theory, presented in the same form as Tb: usually
as a triple, subject to the requirements in Section 2.1. Thus one cannot take an arbitrary
bottom theory, apply to its elements S, Q, and D some arbitrary map one calls ‘link’, and
claim that one has emergence: for one is not guaranteed to get as the range of the map
labelled ‘link’ a bare theory! Likewise for the interpretation, which must be sufficiently
(1966: §8), Schaffner (2012). For rebuttals of the objections to this traditional account, see Dizadji-
Bahmani et al. (2010: pp. 403-410) and Butterfield (2011a: §3).
39By the ‘vocabulary’ of a theory, I here mean the mathematical rules and the words of ordinary or
technical language used to express propositions within the theory, as well as its rules of inference.
40Notice that the formal reduction between bare theories discussed here contrasts with the more contro-
versial notion of “ontological reduction”. For example, Hendry (2010: pp. 184, 188) distinguishes between
inter-theoretic reduction (which is what philosophers have traditionally meant by reduction: see the main
text) and ontological reduction. The former sense will be my main meaning of ‘reduction’: and so, when
I say that “emergence and reduction are compatible”, I mean reduction in this sense. See also the end of
Section 2.2.2, especially footnote 49.
41I agree with Humphreys (2016: pp. 54-55), who criticises the ‘rarity heuristic’, i.e. the idea that a
construal of emergence must make it a rare property in order for it to be correct. Ontological emergence
may well be pervasive: what I aim at here is clarifying how it is constrained. See also Bedau and
Humphreys (2008: pp. 12-13).
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good, in the sense of the preamble of Section 2.1: it must be empirically adequate and
the interpretation map must be surjective. Again, some arbitrary map one calls ‘link’ will
in general not secure empirical adequacy of Tt := ran(link), nor will the thus-obtained
theory describe the whole domain.
(2) The requirement of novel reference, for ontological emergence. Interpretations
that are genuinely novel (because they refer to novelty in the physical system) and, at
the same time, empirically adequate to within required accuracies, need not be abundant.
The reason is as follows:
Ontological emergence requires that we have a case of idealisation (see Section 2.1.2),
so that there is a physical system to which the map refers. And this is, in fact, a consid-
erable restriction on the linkage map: Norton (2016: p. 46) states that ‘merely declaring
something an idealization produced by taking a limit is no guarantee that the result is
well-behaved.’ In other words, ‘the limit operations generate limit properties only. They
do not generate a single process that carries these properties, for these properties are
mutually incompatible’ (p. 44).42
Ontological emergence thus crucially depends on the choice of ranges: for Dt * Db is
the mark of novelty of reference. The ranges are to be determined by the theory’s best in-
terpretation, which is subject to empirical adequacy and the other constraints mentioned
in Section 2.1 (see also below).
To what extent do we get a clear-cut criterion of ontological emergence, as I promised
in the Introduction? While I do not claim that formulating ontological emergence for-
mally automatically dispels problems of ontology, which can be subtle (see Section 3.2):
the criterion does give us a recipe for assessing whether ontological emergence obtains:
it requires us to formulate theories, their interpretations, and the linkage relations, as
formally43 as possible. Once that work is properly done, the decision about ontological
emergence follows as the non-meshing of linkage with interpretation, provided both theo-
ries refer. The challenge lies in adequately and formally formulating interpretations and
linkage maps. To illustrate, let us return to the example of water. Consider the questions:
Is liquid water “more than” the sum of molecules and their interactions? Should
we consider liquid water as different from its molecular basis? What distinguishes the
relation between the liquid state and its molecular basis from its cousin state, ice, and its
42Norton (2016: Abstract, and p. 46) has for example argued that there is no limit process that can be
identified as a thermodynamically reversible process (as is standardly assumed by the notion of thermal
equilibrium). According to Norton, the notion of ‘equilibrium’, as construed in thermodynamics, ascribes
contradictory properties to the system. This amounts to denying that thermodynamically reversible
processes are idealised processes at all. On this reading, thermodynamics (as standardly construed)
could not emerge from statistical mechanics, because no actual physical system (real or fictitious) can be
in thermal equilibrium, on the standard construal of the notion. Whatever one thinks of this particular
example (for an alternative analysis, see Lavis (2017)): Norton’s general argument indeed shows that
my requirement, that there is ontological emergence only if the composition of the linkage map and the
interpretation map, it ◦ link, maps to an idealisation, is a substantial requirement. Indeed the example
shows one way in which the top theory’s interpretation map can fail to refer: namely, if the linkage map
is such that the domain of application of the top theory is ascribed contradictory properties.
43Crucially, ‘formally’ is here taken in the official sense given in the Introduction, as in ‘mathematical
philosophy’: not in the sense of ‘uninterpreted’.
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molecular basis?
My proposal does not do away with the need to ask such questions, at one point or
another. These questions will get implicitly answered once sufficiently precise interpreta-
tions have been developed. But, on my account, these are not the important questions for
the philosophical account of emergence. The recipe is to develop as accurate as possible
interpretations of the theories, subject to empirical adequacy and the other requirements
from Section 2.1, and to then allow those interpretations to answer the question for us.
Interpretations allow for comparisons: one interpretation is better or worse than an-
other because it covers more or fewer cases, and is more or less empirically adequate and
precise, etc. So, one now asks: is there, by the interpreted bottom theory’s own lights,
such a thing as ‘liquid water’? Or does the range, ib (Tb), only contain items such as ‘the
collection of interacting molecules’? Here, one should not try to judge, independently of
interpreting theories, whether ‘liquid water’ is the same as, or can be empirically distin-
guished from, ‘a collection of molecules’. The right question is whether the interpreted
bottom theory, in its range, ib (Tb), has the hydrodynamic substance ‘liquid water’ as an
element—for recall, from Section 2.2.1 (1), that we could have epistemic emergence if the
range of the top theory was a subset of the range of the bottom theory. Now if our bot-
tom theory is a theory of molecules and their interactions, it does not have ‘liquid water’
in its range: and so water is, indeed, ontologically emergent in the top theory, Tt, with
respect to its molecular basis in Tb. For on an interpretation containing only collections
of molecules, there is never a continuous state of matter, however numerous the number
of molecules, and however small the size of the molecules, may be. This is because a
discrete set of molecules and a continuous medium are referentially distinct (recall that
interpretation makes reference to concrete objects: it is not just more theory!). Such an
interpretation may not need to distinguish, for its limits of accuracy, between 1040 and
1040 +1 molecules (the number of molecules may only be defined up to 5% accuracy, say).
But it will distinguish a discrete from a continuous medium, because these are different
kinds of objects, and so they constitute different domains.
The above is best understood when formulated using intensional semantics (see Section
2.1). The hydrodynamic and molecular theories have the same extension but different
intensions (liquid water vs. a large collection of interacting molecules). The intensions
differ because the theories are different and, although they may share many common terms
(such as ‘volume’, ‘pressure’, ‘temperature’, etc.), ‘liquid water’ is not one of the terms
that they share. Nevertheless, they both refer to the same experimental phenomenon in
our world and, within certain margins of accuracy, their predictions are the same.
Many examples of emergence are of this type: the theories have the same extension,
but different intensions.Of course, it is also possible that both the extensions and the
intensions differ.44 On the other hand, two theories cannot have the same intension but
different extensions (cf. Scheﬄer (1967: p. 56)).45
44This possibility gives rise to the various cases considered in Section 3.1.
45Theories with the same extension but different intensions were previously considered, in the debates
between the Nagelian vs. Kuhn-Feyerabend positions on reduction, by Scheﬄer (1967: pp. 60-63) and
Martin (1971: pp. 19-21). Nagel (1979: pp. 95-113), together with his (1961: pp. 342, 366-374) can be
taken to hint at the relevance of this distinction for emergence. However, I disagree with these authors
in several other aspects: not least, Scheﬄer’s (1967: p. 57) statement that ‘for the purposes of... science,
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The distinction between extensions and intensions also further clarifies the criteria of
identity of domains, from Section 2.1. For sameness of extension is chiefly (of course not
solely!) determined by an empirical procedure, while sameness of intension is conceptual,
and determined from within the theory46 (again, not without empirical input!).
Finally, I stress that there can be no “fiddling” with the interpretation in establishing
whether there is emergence. This is the strategy I will adopt in my case studies in Sections
4-6: interpretations must be fixed (by other criteria) before one asks about emergence.
This is especially true for intensions. In other words, ontological emergence can only
be predicated relative to interpretations that are sufficiently good (on the criteria given
in Section 2.1): and different interpreted theories must be assessed against each other
employing the usual evaluation criteria given by the philosophy of science and in scientific
practice. Thus my proposal is to decide for one’s best interpretation once and for all using
independent methods, to take the interpretation literally, and to stick to it when enquiring
about emergence. Changing one’s interpretation in the course of assessing emergence is
liable to lead only to confusion.
Reduction and emergence. One should not confuse the question of emergence we are
asking here with the question of reduction. We already agreed that, in this example,
there is reduction between the bare theories: emergence and reduction are compatible!
(see Section 2.2.1).47 The point is precisely that reduction, when it obtains, is a relation
between the bare theories,48 while ontological emergence is in the range of the interpre-
tation. Thus, the reduction of the bare theory cannot imply a putative reduction of the
interpretation.49
3 Further Development
In this Section, I take up three further questions that my framework for emergence
prompts. In Section 3.1, I give further details about the systems that are related by
emergence. In Section 3.2, I explicate the sense in which the kind of emergence described
here is ontological. In Section 3.3, I compare to other recent work on emergence.
it is sameness of reference [extension] that is of interest rather than synonymy [intension]’.
46See for example Martin (1971: p. 21).
47Butterfield (2011: §3.1.1-(4)) reminds us that, in cases of reduction (via definitional extension) of Tt
to Tb, Tt does not extend the domain of quantification of Tb (“it has no new objects”). I of course accept,
as everyone must, this verdict: but it does not bear on interpretation maps, which in putative cases of
emergence are not related by reduction. The question of emergence is whether the pictures of the world,
that we get from the two interpretations, mesh with the reduction relation between the bare theories.
48As Nickles (1973: pp. 183, 185, 193-194) emphasises, ontological issues are not central in the reductions
done by physicists, and most cases they consider are not cases of ontological reduction. Rather, the issues
are typically explanatory, heuristic, and justificatory. My weak notion of reduction agrees with this.
49Recall, from footnote 40, the distinction between reduction of bare theories (i.e. formal reduction
regardless of interpretation, which is my default meaning of ‘reduction’) and the more controversial
notion of “ontological reduction”. The latter is controversial because, in all the cases of emergence
here considered, the intensions differ. That the intensions differ is a point about which Feyerabend
(1963: pp. 3-39) and Nagel (1979: p. 95-113) agree, even though they draw different conclusions. See, for
example, Shaffner’s (2012: p. 548) review, where he explicitly states that the bridge principles (which he
calls ‘connectivity conditions’) are extensional not intensional, since the meanings differ.
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3.1 Which systems?
In this Section, I will further specify the systems that are related by the emergence
relation. This question is prompted by the condition (ii), in Section 2.1.1, that the
linkage map relates bare theories for which appropriate interpretation maps exist, which
map to physical situations or systems.
To answer this question, let us recall the following distinction, from Norton (2012: p. 209)
at the beginning of Section 2.1.2: The target system is the system we aim to describe: the
chunk of material in the lab, the gas of Hydrogen ions (composite particles!), which are
fed to the LHC through its linear accelerator, etc. The idealising system is the system to
which our idealising theories refer, and it may well be distinct from the target system.
The question I will ask is about the comparison between the idealising system(s) and
the target system. I will address this question by looking at the empirical adequacy of the
idealising sytem(s) relative to our target system, i.e. by asking how accurate, or exact,
is their description of the target system.50 Thus the question is simple: how empirically
adequate, or exact, is the description of the target system given by the idealisation?
Suppose that we have a theory, Tb, describing a certain target system within given
limits of accuracy. Then the domain of the theory, Db, contains a system that is close to
our target system. Typically, the system described by the domain of the theory will not
be the target system itself, but a closely related system—an idealised system. Thus the
domain Db does not literally describe our world, at least not in full detail, but a physically
possible world—it gives an inexact description of the target system (as both idealisations
and non-idealising approximations do). In some cases, however, we may not be able to tell
the difference, and we may just identify the target system with the idealising system—
but this is not a generic situation, since future experiments may expose the inexactness
of the description. The same can be said of Tt and its domain, Dt: it gives an inexact
description of the same target system, even though it refers to an idealising system that
is, in principle, distinct from it.
As I said above, I will not here attempt to give an account of under what conditions
the idealising system can be identified with the target system. Rather, my aim is to
assess how accurate the descriptions are that are given by the bottom and top theories,
i.e. about their empirical adequacy. So, we have three possible situations:
(1) The bottom theory gives the more accurate description of the target system.
(2) The top theory gives the more accurate description of the target system.
(3) The two theories are equally empirically adequate.
It is worth noting that, while (1) is often taken to be the default option, this need not
be so. As we will see in the example of Section 5, if we are interested in describing massless
particles, then Tt is the more accurate theory, and the role of Tb is largely explanatory
and unifying, thus a case of (2). Which of (1)-(3) is the more appropriate option is of
course an empirical question.
This discussion sheds light on the nature of ontological emergence: ontological emer-
gence is simply a matter of comparing physical situations or systems, whether real or
50By ‘description’, I do not here mean to talk about the ‘truth’ of the idealising theories in a deep sense
nor, for the purposes of this Section, about their reference.
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fictitious, at our world or at another physically possible world, characterising the same
target situation or system (although we may compare the target system under different
conditions, such as different values of the temperature: see the example in Section 4).
3.2 Ontology and metaphysics
In this Section, I want to answer the following question: In what sense is ontological
emergence ontological?
As I said in the Introduction, I construe ‘ontology’ here in the straightforward sense of
‘the ontology of a scientific theory’: which, crucially, I take to be more than mere seman-
tics, since the theories in question are subject to the requirement of empirical adequacy:
so in particular, they must describe the same target system (cf. Section 3.1). We are inter-
ested in physical, and not merely mathematical, possibilities. Thus I construe ontology,
in a somewhat limited sense, as the subfield of metaphysics that is concerned with what
is: but not in Quine’s narrow sense of ‘to be’ as in ‘to be the value of a bound variable’.
My sense of ‘ontology’, on which I will expand further below, comprises both what Quine
(1951: pp. 14-15) dubs the ‘ontology’ of a theory (the domain of objects that the theory
quantifies over) and its ‘ideology’ (i.e. roughly: the meaning of the theory’s non-logical
vocabulary, here understood as elements and relations in the domain of application, which
are part of the world).
A first comment to make is that the worlds that I have been describing are not to be
(naively, and wrongly!) identified with the world as it is in itself—whatever that Kantian
phrase might be taken to mean.
Second, there is an interesting metaphysical project of (a) studying how the entities
postulated by scientific theories can be, even if (b) we have not yet decided whether and
how they exist, i.e. even if we have not yet decided how the idealised systems characterise
the target system. That is, we can assess the question of the being and properties of those
entities as idealisations, according to the theory, before we ask about their existence at
our actual world.51 The latter question, (b), of course requires commitment to a specific
metaphysical position: the realist will say that those entities exist (approximately) as
postulated by the theory, while the non-realist may say that these entities are fictions,
or reduce to combinations of human perceptions. Also, realists may disagree amongst
themselves about a metaphysical construal of those entities: think, for example, of Quine’s
(1960: §12) referential indeterminacy, according to which the linguist, upon hearing the
native utter the word ‘gavagai’ while pointing at a rabbit, might translate it as ‘rabbit’—
while still being at a loss whether to construe the objects as rabbits, or stages, i.e. brief
temporal parts of rabbits, or mereological fusions of spatial parts of rabbits. My construal
of ‘ontology’ is limited in this sense, that ‘rabbit’ refers to the same element in the domain
of application as ‘gavagai’, i.e. they refer to the same object even before we ask what
further metaphysical categories the native appeals to in their understanding of ‘gavagai’.
51As noted in De Haro and Regt (2018: §1.1), the conception of interpretation used here is not model-
theoretic, although it does give a model-theoretic notion for restricted classes of interpretations. One
salient difference is that the current notion allows for non-linguistic interpretations of the terms of the
theory (e.g. by means of Feynman diagrams, or interpretation by ostension).
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Another example of (b) is as follows: the quidditist will construe the novelty of the
domains as a difference in the domains’ properties: and the comparison will be based
on the possibility of the primitive identity of fundamental qualities (for example, natu-
ral properties: cf. Lewis (1983: pp. 355-358)), across domains or worlds—irrespective of
how the quidditist construes individuals in his or her ontology. On the other hand, the
haecceitist will construe ontological novelty as a difference in the domains’ objects, or
individuals, irrespectively of how he or she construes properties in their ontology.52
While these differences could, to a large extent, be already built into the interpreta-
tions, I have chosen to keep things general and not give a specific metaphysical construal
of the domains (other than saying that they are sets with elements and relations, and
that they can be intensions or extensions).
Question (b), applied to our case of distinct domains of application, Dt 6= Db, means
that different metaphysicians can agree about the parts of Dt that are not in Db, according
to Eq. (1), since these are structured sets. But different metaphysicians will construe the
differences differently—over and above the comparison given by the description of the top
and bottom domains as structured sets.
But the ontological project in this paper does not require that we answer question (b):
for the realist and the non-realist alike must agree in constructing the ontology of the
theory, before this ontology can be, for example, declared real or reduced to perceptions.
For example, realists and constructive empiricists can agree about the interpretation of
a theory, even if they have different degrees of belief in the entities that it postulates
(van Fraassen (1980: pp. 14, 43, 57)). The idea here is that working out the ontologies
of scientific theories, the way they are interconnected, and their logical structure, is a
different project from explicating how the elements of that ontology actually exist.53
My position here bears some resemblance with what A. Fine (1984: p. 96-98) has called
the ‘core position’ that realists and non-realists share: both accept the results of scientific
inverstigations as, in some sense, ‘true’, even if they give a different analysis of the notion
of truth. It corresponds to the contrast that Schaffer (2009: p. 352), Corkum (2008: p. 76)
and K. Fine (2012: pp. 40-41) have made, in the context of scientific theories, between
a neo-Aristotelian metaphysical project (of enquiry into how things are) vs. a Quinean
project of strict enquiry into what exists (in Quine’s very narrow sense as domain of
quantification), according to our best theory, appropriately regimented.54 The former
52See Black (2000: p. 92).
53An anonymous referee objected that the distinction between epistemic and ontological emergence
is unimportant for a theory of emergence, because it depends on whether one adopts a realist or, for
example, an empiricist or a conventionalist framework. However, I am arguing that the distinction is
important, even before we address the debate between realism and its rivals. For even the empiricist has
to admit that any interpreted scientific theory assumes certain ontological facts about the world: even if
a world only of phenomena, to which the empiricist is minimally ontologically committed. For example,
the empiricist assumption that all that our theories describe are regularities rests on some ontological
assumptions: viz. that there are regularities in the world for our scientific theories to describe, and
that those regularities do not point to any deeper ontological structure. Furthermore, Ladyman has
argued that van Fraassen’s belief in the empirical adequacy, rather than the truth, of theories requires an
objective modal distinction between the observable and the unobservable: so that the empiricist cannot
avoid modal talk. For a summary of that debate, see Ladyman and Ross (2007: pp. 99-100).
54I endorse this contrast, even if it may not be entirely faithful to the historical Quine and, especially,
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project permissively allows for things, and categories, to appear in our ontology, that we
might one day come to reject as literal parts of our world. Those things are, in some sense:
even if they do not exist in the literal sense in which the theory says they do (for example,
for the reasons given in Section 3.1: the systems described by the theory are idealisations
of the target system). Thus my position, which is based on a limited but straightforward
reading of the ontology of a scientific theory, is closer to the ‘jungle landscapes and coral
reefs’ (Richardson (2007)) of the neo-Aristotelian project than to the desert ecosystems
that Quine’s advocacy of first-order logic suggests.
3.3 Comparing to other recent work
Novelty of reference, and the distinction between intensions and extensions, are of course
not new notions. But, so far as I am aware, they have not been used before to define a
conception of ontological emergence.55 In order to (a) justify this statement, (b) compare
my framework to other approaches in the literature, and (c) explain how the framework
improves on existing accounts, I discuss, in this Section, a number of recent influential
accounts of emergence. I first compare my account with some recent general works on
emergence (Section 3.3.1) and then with more specific ones (Section 3.3.2).
3.3.1 Some work on emergence in general
Humphreys’ (2016) account of emergence distinguishes ontological, conceptual, and in-
ferential emergence: but in none of these conceptions is novelty explicitly construed as
novel reference. Rather, Humphreys’ ontological novelty seems to be entirely theory-free,
as well as realistic (‘Ontological approaches consider emergent phenomena to be objective
features of the world’: p. 38). This seems, in part, related to the centrality of causation
in Humphreys’ account of emergence. Indeed, in Humphreys (1999: p. 8) he defined the
emergence of properties in terms of their causal powers.56 My conception of ontological
emergence is objective but at the same time theory-relative, and its relation to the ac-
tual world is not a one-to-one correspondence relation, and it does not require scientific
realism, as I have argued in the previous Section.
Nevertheless, ontological emergence as here defined is related to Humphreys’ ontolog-
ical emergence, which comprises property emergence, object emergence, and nomological
emergence (i.e. the fact that there are autonomous laws that govern the top domain). The
domains, as defined here, will typically contain properties and objects (see Section 3.2).
Humphreys (2016: p. 40) says that an entity is conceptually emergent, with respect
to a theoretical framework, iff a conceptual or descriptive apparatus must be developed
in order to effectively represent that entity. This corresponds, roughly, to my epistemic
emergence: since the emergence is not in the world, but in the bare theory and its inter-
Aristotle (hence the word ‘neo-Aristotelian’).
55For some early “hints”, see footnote 45. However, my account differs significantly from the language-
based logical empiricist ideas.
56A question that arises if one considers emergence in terms of causal powers is the problem of top-
down causation (see Ellis (2016)). Humphreys (2016: p. 70) solves it by introducing the notion of (non-
mereological) fusion. But I will not need to discuss this here, since my account does not involve causation.
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pretation map.
Other accounts in the philosophy of physics tend to either ignore the distinction be-
tween epistemic and ontological emergence, or to even give incorrect accounts of it.
I discuss here one important recent account, with which I will disagree, namely
Crowther (2016: p. 40).
Generally, I sympathize with Crowther’s (2016: p. 42) notion of emergence, which
agrees with the philosophy of physics consensus about emergence consisting of two main
factors: namely, Section 2.1.1’s ‘delicate balance’ between dependence and autonomy.
However, Crowther—perhaps motivated by accounts of emergence that focus on the
‘lack of derivability’—claims that the main factor distinguishing ontological and epistemic
emergence lies in the ideas of ‘deduction and derivability’: ‘the tendency to think of
emergence as a failure of reduction (or derivation) is related to the desire to classify cases
of emergence as either ontological or epistemological’ (p. 40). More explicitly, on p. 42 she
defines ontological emergence as ‘the thought that this failure of reduction (in whatever
sense is meant) is a failure in principle... This stands in contrast to epistemological
emergence, which is a failure of reduction in practice.’
Crowther’s notions of ontological and epistemic emergence are, I submit, incorrect;
and so her reasons for dismissing that contrast are ill-motivated. First, not every failure
of reduction leads to ontological emergence—nor is failure of derivation indeed required for
ontological emergence, as I already discussed in my criticism of Broad in the Introduction.
For, as I have argued,57 the question of reduction between bare theories does not bear on
the epistemic vs. ontological distinction: since we can have ontological emergence with
a linkage map that is reductive. And second—even admitting that the jargon in the
literature is varied—the ‘in principle’ vs. ‘in practice’ distinction is not distinctive of the
ontological vs. epistemic contrast, but is a difference that appears within a given type
of emergence, and it is usually called ‘weak vs. strong emergence’: cf. for example Guay
and Sartenaer (2016: pp. 299-300). Thus we can have weak and strong emergence of both
epistemic and ontological types: and we can have failure of reduction in practice or failure
of reduction in principle in both cases of ontological and of epistemic emergence.
The discussion in Section 2.1.1 argued that ‘novelty’, rather than ‘irreducibility’, is a
better and more general starting point for a characterisation of emergence. Section 2.1.2
then specified ontological emergence as novelty of reference, thus clarifying how to get
from a generic conception of emergence to ontological emergence.
This tendency to ignore the epistemic vs. ontological distinction, or to conflate one
with the other, runs through more of the recent literature. So, for example, Butterfield
(2011a), when describing emergence in an example of limiting probabilities, slips in the
word ‘surprising’ into the definition: ‘For me, [emergent behaviour] means behaviour
that is novel or surprising, and robust, relative to a comparison class.’ While novelty
here can of course be of any kind, ‘surprising’ refers to our epistemic situation: and so,
this definition is ambiguous as to whether it construes emergence as ontological or as
epistemic. In the same vein, Humphreys (2016: p. 32) writes that ‘Novelty is usually
required to be of a striking kind—not just any novelty will do’. Humphreys seems to
57See the Introduction, the end of Section 2.2.1, and Section 2.2.2.
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Figure 3: Three coupled springs with two equal masses, fixed to two outer walls. The outer
springs have the same spring constant, different from that of the middle spring.
be critically quoting a consensus here, rather than endorsing it, for he adds: ‘since what
counts as an acceptable kind of novelty is rarely, if ever, specified, it is difficult to capture
that additional aspect with any generality’. I endorse this criticism of the literature.
Indeed I do not see why being ‘surprising’ or ‘striking’, or some other such qualification—
even if perhaps indicative of scientific salience—is necessary for emergence: since it brings
in an unwarranted subjective element.
3.3.2 Some work on specific emergence: the case of phonons
I will now compare to a more specific example of emergence, in Franklin and Knox (2018),
which would appear to contravene some of my conclusions. This will also be an interesting
test of my framework, which is able to give various verdicts, to which the examples to be
worked out in Sections 4, 5, and 6 will further add.
The question at issue, comparing with Franklin and Knox (2018), is whether ‘objects
can emerge without the existence of an ideal system in the top theory’s interpretation’.58
My account clearly says: No, not if this is to be a case of ontological emergence. For
recall, from Section 2.1.2, that the linkage map must have an idealisation in its range.
But, as I will next argue, I am nevertheless not in conflict with these two papers.
Rather, apart from peripheral disagreements, we simply adopt different uses of the terms
‘idealization’ and ‘approximation’, as I will explain below, after I introduce this work.
Franklin and Knox (2018) discuss the emergence of phonons, i.e. collective harmonic
excitations of large chunks material in a crystal, by an appropriate change of variables,
combined with a suitable approximation, from the underlying atomic description. They
introduce their case study with the analogy of two particles of equal mass coupled through
three springs. Here, two of the springs are fixed to outer walls, and the middle spring
connects the two masses that oscillate in between; the outer springs have the same spring
constant, which differs from the middle spring’s constant (see Figure 3). Using Newton’s
equations including the Hooke term, one gets a system of two coupled second order linear
differential equations in the displacements, i.e. one equation for each mass. Now although
the two equations are coupled, they can be uncoupled by going to ‘normal mode’ coor-
dinates, which are linearly independent combinations of the two displacements. These
uncoupled equations describe two simple harmonic oscillators with different frequencies,
whose solutions are straightforwardly given by harmonic oscillations in time, viz. sines
and cosines.
58I thank an anonymous referee for suggesting to engage with this apparent conflict. A similar com-
parison could be made with Wallace (2010).
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There are two aspects to this being a case of emergence: Franklin and Knox argue
that the harmonic behaviour is novel, and could not have been found without the change
of coordinates. They further imagine making the central spring out of material that glows
when compressed: one then seeks to explain the frequency with which the spring lights up
from the dynamics of the springs. They argue that, in the original displacement variables,
any explanation of the phenomenon will require two variables and two equations, while
in the normal mode variables there is a single equation associated with that frequency.
Thus the normal mode description ‘abstracts away from irrelevant details in a way that
an explanation on displacement variables cannot’ (p. 70). The appeal here is to explana-
tory power. The normal mode explanation is more explanatory because it focusses on the
relevant physics. The second aspect to the example is that anharmonic corrections can
be included. If the springs are not ideal, Hooke’s law is corrected by higher-order (anhar-
monic) terms or even velocity-dependent terms. One can deal with this in either set of
variables: once one has achieved the change of variables to normal modes, the corrections
can be written down in terms of the normal modes.59
The phonon description is a generalisation of this: here we view the atoms of a crystal
as located on the sites of a three-dimensional lattice, and connected by springs in various
directions. It seems that the differences with the previous model are mainly technical
rather than conceptual. Now there are a high number of particles, which can move in all
directions, and to reach the decoupling of the equations, i.e. find the normal modes, the
trick is to do a discrete Fourier transformation to momentum space. The equations that
one then gets for each of the normal mode variables are ordinary uncoupled harmonic
oscillators. The harmonic vibration modes of these oscillators are called ‘phonons’. They
are thus called because they ‘naturally describe the crystal not in terms of individual
atomic displacements, but in terms of aggregate properties of the whole supercell’ (p. 70).
They describe the vibrations of the crystal itself.
Overall, Franklin and Knox seem to make three main claims about phonons:
(1) The change of variables is computationally powerful.
(2) The change of variables is explanatory powerful.
(3) There is an approximation involved, and no ‘essential idealisation’, i.e. no ideali-
sation that cannot be de-idealised without losing the phenomenon in question. In plain
language: the phonons are still there in the crystal even in the presence of small correc-
tions. These corrections are larger when the temperature increases, because the atoms
then tend to fluctuate more.
I take it that the claim of emergence follows mainly from (2) and (3). (2) is the novelty
condition, here construed as ‘novel explanation’. Like in the case of the simple system of
coupled springs, the normal modes give a novel explanation of the behaviour. And (3)
means that the emergent behaviour is robust, i.e. not washed out by small anharmonic
terms due to the increase of the temperature.
As I will explain in a moment, I agree with all of the above, which does not contradict
my own account of emergence.
Early in the paper (in Section 3.1, pp. 72-73), Franklin and Knox discuss whether
59Most of the computational simplicity is then lost, but conceptually the normal mode description is
still clearer, if the corrections are small.
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phonons are emergent. They have two main arguments for this: First there is the ar-
gument that phonons ‘are really out there’ (p. 77). Second, there is a formal analogy
with the emergence of particles in quantum field theory. For once one Fourier transforms
the phonons and quantises them, there is a strong formal resemblance with Fock space
quantisation in quantum field theory.
Their Section 3.1 is—in its wording—certainly suggestive of the idea of ontological
emergence: however, Franklin and Knox never use this exact phrase—to their credit!
Thus there are two interpretations of the Section’s analysis, of which the first is a weaker
claim than the second:
(i) There is emergence, but this emergence does not need to be qualified as ‘ontolog-
ical’. There is merely the claim that ‘phonons should be taken as ontologically serious as
quantum particles’ (p. 72, my emphasis). In other words, “phonons are really out there,
they are part of the theory’s ontology’’.
(ii) The emergence of phonons in the way described is ontological emergence.
I believe that the literal reading (i) is the correct one: First, the authors never use the
phrase ‘ontological emergence’. Second, their arguments only entail (i) not the stronger
(ii). They are arguments for the existence of phonons not their ‘ontological emergence’ (a
phrase which the authors neither use nor define). In a moment, I will argue against the
truth of (ii). But first, let me explain (i) a bit more.
I take it that Franklin and Knox are discussing epistemic emergence: it is the emer-
gence of a description that is very useful because it is both powerful and explanatorily
more parsimonious (cf. (1)-(2) above), since it focusses on the degree of freedom relevant
to answer the question at hand, namely: What is the frequency of oscillation of the nor-
mal modes? But this is separate from the question whether phonons are “really out there
in the world”. Of course phonons are out there as real patterns! Clouds, dunes, waves
are all real patterns, even though they might not all be cases of ontological emergence.
Phonons are just as real. But that is different from the question whether the pattern
counts as ontologically novel: and relative to what it may count as novel. For example,
there is a real difference between the behaviour of the lattice at high and at low temper-
ature. At low temperature, the oscillations are harmonic and are described by phonons,
while as we increase the temperature the anharmonic terms start to become important.
In other words, phonons are ontologically emergent with respect to one particular bottom
theory (the high-temperature crystal as we lower the temperature), but only epistemically
emergent with respect to another bottom theory (the atomic theory, where we keep the
temperature fixed but compare different scales)—as I will now substantiate.
Thus I now argue against the truth of (ii). I will argue that their analysis is not an
analysis of ontological emergence (which I think would be reading notions into the paper
that it does not mention).
The general account of ‘novelty’ that Franklin and Knox defend is ‘explanatory nov-
elty’,60 but ‘explanation’ is ambiguous between being an epistemic and an ontological
60Knox (2016) views explanation in terms of abstraction, which she argues is compatible with standard
accounts of explanation. She points out that certain choices of descriptive quantities (especially, choosing
the right variables) can lead to novel explanations that are not merely abstractions of some more detailed
picture.
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notion, and so it does not by itself secure that emergence is ontological.61 I concur with
Knox (2016) that explanation is important for emergence; but I see explanation as the
aim of judgments of emergence: declaring that a phenomenon is emergent adds to the
phenonemon’s interest because it explains something about it: namely, it points to the
phenomenon’s rootedness in the bottom theory, while securing its independence. But
explanation is not the defining mark of emergence: on pain of trivialising the important
question Why is emergence explanatory?, i.e. making it a matter of definition!
Explanation, like novelty, can be either epistemic or ontological: if I explain the con-
servation of the angular momentum of a rotating body using polar coordinates, I will have
reached a simple explanation that focusses on the relevant variables. But I can explain
the same facts using Cartesian coordinates. My choice of coordinates does not change the
body’s ontology: for it will spin in the same direction and at the same rate, regardless of
this choice. Explanations of this type are matters of our description: it should not make
any difference, for this local problem, whether I choose one set of coordinates or another.
The theory, and the motions that result from solving the equations, are the same.
Applied to the change of coordinates involved in the case of the coupled springs and in
the case of the crystal, it is no different. The simpler explanation in terms of normal modes
does not capture more facts about the domain of application than does the explanation
in terms of displacement variables: it captures the same facts. There is only one theory,
formulated in different variables.
I think there are two very clear ways to see this. The first is Franklin and Knox’s
thought experiment, mentioned earlier, of making the middle spring glow when it contracts
with a certain frequency. It is a fact that the spring will glow when it compresses with
its normal frequency, regardless which coordinates I choose to predict this fact. The
spring and the glowing mechanism know nothing about my description in coordinates.
Thus the property ‘glows’ does not emerge ontologically when we change coordinates: it
glows independently of my description, and if a description is empirically adequate it must
give an explanation for the glowing, i.e. it had better predict the value of the frequency
at which it glows. I think it would amount to “coordinate fetishism” to claim, in such
local cases,62 that one set of variables ‘captures more facts about the world’ than the
other—and, as I already explained, I do not think this is what Franklin and Knox mean.
The second way to see this independence of the description is as follows. The normal
modes method is not the only way to get the frequencies of the normal mode oscillations.
One can of course take recourse to linear algebra, and calculate the eigenvalues of the
relevant 2×2 matrix associated with the set of equations. The eigenvalues are independent
of the system of coordinates chosen, and in several important ways one might wish to say
that calculating a determinant is simpler than looking for a suitable change of variables—it
is also more powerful, since it can solve a larger class of problems more efficiently, and in a
61Knox (2016: p. 58) points out this ambiguity when she writes that her account of explanation is in
some ways weaker than standard epistemic accounts of emergence, and in some other ways stronger than
an epistemic account. I agree that explanations can latch on to ontological facts; but, as I argued above,
in order for explanation to lead to an account of ontological emergence, close attention must be paid to
the relation between the top and bottom theories.
62Notice that we are here discussing a simple question about a linear chain of springs, and not a
cosmological question about the state of motion of the whole universe.
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unified formalism. It not only calculates the frequencies—it gives the full solution, through
a mathematical theorem that gives the solution in any desired, linear coordinate system.
The explanation counts as more abstract, because it requires less details. Have I now
reached an explanation of the frequencies that ‘captures more facts’ about the harmonics?
The answer is no: it captures the very same facts.63 This coordinate-independence of the
matrix method also means that there is no such thing, in this case, as “the right variables”
for solving the problem—and on this point I disagree with Franklin and Knox.
So far I have argued that (i), rather than (ii), above is the correct interpretation of
Franklin and Knox (2018), i.e. that the emergence they discuss is epistemic not ontological.
Let me now comment on the robustness of emergence, i.e. point (3) above: specifically,
on the role of ‘idealisations’ and ‘approximations’ in emergence. As I said before, I
think that any putative substantive disagreement between me and Franklin and Knox is
mainly verbal, thus apparent. For they seem to interpret Norton’s phrase ‘idealisation’ as
‘essential idealisation’, i.e. one that cannot be de-idealised without losing the phenomena
in question. This leads them to conclude that their phonons are not cases of idealisation,
but rather non-idealising approximations, since there is no essential idealisation involved—
the phonons are still there if we increase the temperature a bit. But it seems to me that
this is a misreading of Norton’s intended meaning of ‘idealisation’, which nowhere includes
the condition that it should be ‘essential’—and I do not think that any of his examples, like
the one of the caloric theory of heat that I quoted in Section 2.1.2, point in the direction of
essential idealisation. I take it that the confusion is caused by Norton’s somewhat unusual
use of ‘approximation’, cf. footnote 23. I, at any rate, interpret him as merely saying that,
in cases of idealisation, the idealisation may still be there approximately (my meaning of
‘approximation’ not his!) once we go away from the limit. The idealised system, if robust,
will still give a good description when we include corrections.
This is tied up with the idea, which I take from both Norton and Butterfield, that there
is already emergence “before the limit”. The way this plays out in my examples of Section
5 and 6 is that the limits that I will take are all smooth. Thus the ideal system is already
visible before we get to the limit, which is precisely the meaning of emergence “before the
limit” in Butterfield (2011a: pp. 1069-1073). It is not the case, in those two examples,
that the ideal system “suddenly appears” because of some singularity at the limit, and
disappears if we go away from it—rather, it usually gets deformed, away from the limit.
This means both that, on my notion of ontological emergence, the limits need not be
singular, and that the idealisation need not be essential. (In particular, emergence with
ordinary approximations, as in (iii) in Section 2.1.1, is possible). This brings me much
closer to Franklin and Knox’s position than our use of words suggests. For this reason, I
claim that the phonons of Franklin and Knox are idealisations, even though they are not
essential idealisations. Thus approximation and idealisation are not incompatible.
3.4 How broad?
In this Section, I will say a bit more about the intended scope of my framework for
emergence. How general is it, and where does it apply?
63It does capture some more facts about the symmetries of the system; but this is besides the point.
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The intended scope should be clear from the title: I am dealing with the physical
sciences. But let us look, beyond this general statement, more specifically at what the
framework assumes. On the one hand, as I announced in the introduction, it assumes
theories that can afford the notions of sets and functions, i.e. formal structures whose
interpretation can be modelled by maps of the kind discussed in Section 2.1. Another
key element that the theories discussed should afford is the notion of a linkage map, as
discussed in Section 2.1.1. As I remarked in footnote 5, the notion of a theory presented
as a triple is, on the other hand, not a strict requirement. Any other formulation will also
do. However, some such general structural presentation of the theory is required.
These requirements can also be weakened in the following sense. As I mentioned in
Sections 2.1.1 and 2.2, emergence often takes place between the models of a theory (or
models of different theories), rather than between theories. Many of the examples of
emergence that physicists deal with concern not entire theories, but how specific solutions
change as we vary a parameter, within the context of a single theory or class of related
theories. We will encounter these two types of ‘model-emergence’ (within a single theory
and a class of related theories) in Sections 4 and 5, respectively.
But the disciplinary demarcation problem is of course unsolvable, and so the use of my
framework is not so much defined in a specific discipline, but—as I mentioned above—by
the possibility of using formal notions for given theories. I expect both that my framework,
perhaps with appropriate case-specific adaptations, can be applied in some formal theories
and models outside of the physical sciences (for example, molecular biology)64 and that it
might not apply to some models, and perhaps theories, within the physical sciences that
are not yet sufficiently formalised or developed. But no matter, say I: the model will apply
in cases of theories that are sufficiently formal, regardless where one may find them.
4 First Case Study: Spontaneous Magnetisation in
Ferromagnetism
To illustrate the idea of emergence in physical terms, and to get some acquaintance
with how referential novelty appears, I will here discuss a much-studied case: emergence
in phase transitions, and in particular the emergence of spontaneous magnetization in
ferromagnetism. My aim is not to give exhaustive details about the physics, about which
there are very good reviews, but rather to illustrate the main ideas and the sense in which
there is emergence.65 More detailed case studies follow in the two subsequent Sections.
Consider a bar of iron at low temperature, placed in a strong external magnetic field,
H, that is aligned parallel to the bar’s main axis. Now consider gradually decreasing the
strength of the magnetic field until the field is completely absent. At zero field, the iron
will be magnetized, i.e. it will have a spontaneous magnetization, M0, that is a function
64As I will mention in Section 6, random matrix models are used for many purposes outside the physical
sciences.
65For details about the physics, see for example example Binney et al. (1992: pp. 1-83), Chandler
et al. (1987: pp.129-187), Baxter (1982: pp. 1-24, 88-126). For the effects of finite size scaling, see
Cardy (1989: pp. 1-7). For philosophical discussions, see: Batterman (2002: Chapter 4), Humphreys
(2016: Section 7.1), Menon and Callender (2013) and Kadanoff (2013).
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Figure 4: Graph of M(H,T ) at constant T < TC. Figure from Baxter (1982), with permission.
Figure 5: Graphs of M(H,T ) for: (b) T = TC and (c) T > TC. Baxter (1982), with permission.
of the temperature. Now if we do the same but in the opposite direction, i.e. if we reverse
the sign of the magnetic field H, the magnetization M will have the opposite sign, and
so will the spontaneous magnetization, M0. Thus the magnetization M(H,T ) must be
an odd function of H. Its graph, for constant temperature T , is depicted in Figure 4.
The iron can here be regarded as undergoing a phase transition at zero magnetic field,
H = 0, where the magnetization is discontinuous, and its sign changes from negative to
positive.66
There is a critical temperature, the Curie temperature of the material, TC, at which
the property of spontaneous magnetization is lost. As one can see from Figure 5, for
T = TC and T > TC, the magnetization goes to zero when the external field is removed,
and so the material is not spontaneously magnetized above the Curie temperature.
The behaviour near the critical temperature is conveniently described by a critical
exponent, β:
M0(T ) ' (−t)β , as t→ 0− , where t := (T − TC)/TC . (6)
So far, I have discussed the ferromagnet in a quasi-phenomenological way, without
66This discontinuity is very much like the discontinuity in the density during a liquid-gas phase tran-
sition, as can be shown by calculating the van der Waals corrections to the ideal gas law: see Baxter
(1982: pp. 30-31). In an actual experiment, the discontinuity is smeared out, and the phenomenon of
hysteresis occurs: namely, the magnetization, as a function of the magnetic field, is path- or memory-
dependent. The existence of spontaneous magnetization below the critical temperature in real materials
shows that we have here a robust physical phenomenon that does not hinge on theoretical idealisations.
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the need to deploy a specific microscopic model. To calculate the critical exponents, the
Ising model is often adopted, in which the molecules of the ferromagnet are thought of as
lying on the sites of a regular lattice. Each molecule is assigned a magnetic moment (or
‘spin’) that can take only two values, +1 and −1. The Ising model then assigns a specific
Hamiltonian with two terms, one which models the interactions between neighbouring
spins, and one which models the interaction between the spins and the external magnetic
field. In what follows, we will not need the details: see e.g. Binney et al. (1992: pp. 55-56,
61-65), Chandler et al. (1987: pp. 119-123), Baxter (1982: pp. 14-15).
Among the various techniques, used to calculate the critical exponents within such
models, are: mean field theory, high-temperature expansions, and renormalization group
theory. For the discussion here, I will follow the exact treatment of the two-dimensional
Ising model (i.e. the lattice is taken to be a two-dimensional square lattice), originally
due to Onsager (1944).67 The model is admittedly low-dimensional, and so it is only
indicative of what happens in real materials: but it has the great merit of being exact, so
that there is no question that, within the given idealizations, the emergence is ontological
(cf. Section 3.2) rather than being a matter of mere coarse-graining.68
In the two-dimensional Ising model, the critical exponent is β = 1/8. The spontaneous
magnetization is calculated to be:
M0(T ) = (1− k2)1/8 , k := 1 + t = T/TC , 0 < k < 1 . (7)
Thus the spontaneous magnetization is highest, M0(0) = 1, at T = 0, so that all the
spins are aligned; and the magnetization monotonically decreases to zero, at the Curie
temperature. Above the Curie temperature, it remains zero.
A quantity that is often introduced and that precisely characterises the dynamics of
the Ising model is the correlation length, ξ. The correlation length is defined as the length
scale that marks the exponential fall-off of the correlation function between two arbitrary
spins on the lattice. Thus when the correlation length is of the same order as the lattice
spacing, the values of two spins are correlated (as being, on average, both “mostly plus” or
both “mostly minus”) only if they are near-neighbours. The limit of very short correlation
length ξ corresponds to a disordered state, where the spins are randomly arranged with
no correlations whatever. We expect this to happen at very high temperatures, since
high temperature tends to randomize the spins. On the other hand, if the correlation
length is very large (much larger than the lattice spacing), the system is highly ordered.
We expect this to happen at the critical temperature, and indeed this property of an
infinite correlation length is often ‘regarded as the hallmark of a critical point’ (Baxter
(1982: p. 19)). In the two-dimensional Ising model discussed above, the correlation length
near the Curie temperature is given by:
ξ = − 1
lnT/TC
' 1
1− T/TC → +∞ as T → T
−
C . (8)
Thus the system is macroscopically ordered.
67I here follow the exposition in Baxter (1982: Chapter 7); see also Binney et al. (1992: Chapter 3).
68The transfer matrix techniques, developed to solve this model, have been generalised to give treat-
ments of more complex models (cf. Baxter (1982: Chapters 5-14)).
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In characterising emergence, some authors have emphasised the mathematical prop-
erties of the model, especially the discontinuity in the magnetization and the infinite cor-
relation length (see e.g. Batterman (2002: Chapter 4), who discusses ‘singular limits’ and
‘singular asymptotics’). But these mathematical discontinuities and infinities—important
as they may be—are not essential for emergence. After all, some of the emergent behaviour
might be visible before we reach T = TC: for example, if finite-size effects or impurities
smoothen the transition (cf. footnote 66).69
My characterisation of emergence, rather than relying on specific mathematical prop-
erties of the models, focusses on the model’s change of interpretation at or near the limit.
Namely, at the critical temperature we have the appearance of order (i.e. a macroscopic
correlation length, much larger than the lattice distance a, ξ  a), and of spontaneous
magnetization, i.e. of a non-zero magnetization field M0(T ) of the material when we
remove the external magnetic field.
These properties of the ferromagnet at T = TC are novel, relative to those at T > TC.
Thus it is natural to compare these two models: namely, to take the Ising model at T = TC
to be the top theory, Tt, and the Ising model at high temperature, T > TC, to be the
bottom theory, Tb.
70 We get from Tb to Tt by lowering the temperature towards the Curie
point, i.e. taking T → T+C .71
These properties are elements of the domain of application of the theory at T < TC,
but not at T > TC. Namely, it makes a difference whether we first interpret the bare
model and then lower its temperature, or first lower the temperature and then interpret
the bare model.72 In the latter case, the interpretation will contain in its range elements,
such as (i) a macroscopic magnetization of the material, and (ii) a macroscopic correlation
length, that are not part of the interpretation of the model above the critical temperature.
Thus, taking the bottom theory, Tb, to be the Ising model above the critical temper-
ature, and the top theory, Tt, to be the Ising model at critical temperature, we see that
the two models are mathematically linked,73 and yet their interpretations are different,
as in Figure 2. Namely, the interpretation of the top theory ascribes properties to the
system (viz. macroscopic spontaneous magnetization and correlation length) that do not
apply to the bottom system.
The example in the next Section will show in detail how to exhibit the formal require-
ment of non-commutativity (which the previous paragraph has described, in words).
69For a discussion of “emergence before the limit”, see Butterfield (2011a: pp. 1069, 1089, 1098-1100)).
70We are interested in synchronic emergence, and so we take the two phases to be synchronic levels,
related by the temperature gradient. But one might be interested in diachronic emergence: in which
case one would consider gradually lowering the temperature in time (while at the same time turning the
magnetic field higher or lower).
71More explicitly, the emergence base is the collection of Ising models at temperature above the Curie
temperature, {Tb(T )}T>TC . We then get the top theory, Tt, by taking the limit, as in Eq. (3). One also
easily sees that the map link, thus defined, is non-injective, as it should be: for it maps models (i.e. states
and quantities) at any T > TC to a single model (to its states and quantities) at the Curie temperature,
i.e. “it forgets about the temperature”. This is in agreement with the remarks in footnote 36.
72I am here adopting the talk of ‘bare theory’, from Section 2.1, for formal, i.e. uninterpreted, models.
73Due to discontinuities and divergences involved in the use of limits, this link is not a case of reduction.
See the discussion at the end of Section 2.2.1.
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5 Second Case Study: Masslessness in Relativistic
Mechanics
In recent theoretical physics there is a pervasive idea that, for theories with external
parameters, and taking some of those parameters to special values, one gets to a “critical,
or massless, regime” of the theory. The idea is that, as the physical length scale of the
massive theory disappears, the theory is in a scale-invariant, or massless, regime. This
is the idea of conformal fixed points in both statistical mechanics and in quantum field
theories. Thus emergence is often associated with the appearance of such a massless or
scale-invariant regime within a massive theory: for it is commonly agreed that there is an
important sense in which the massless properties that arise in the special regime—such
as, for example, symmetries—are emergent.
In this Section, I will illustrate some of these ideas in a simple model: namely, the
emergence of a massless free classical point-particle, within the theory of relativistic clas-
sical mechanics for massive particles. It will concern the emergence of properties within
a unified theoretical framework.74 Since the example is simple, a short account can be
more detailed than that of the previous Section: thus exhibiting all the necessary ingre-
dients of my account of ontological emergence. I describe, in Section 5.1, the bottom
theory, of which I will take the m → 0 limit. In Section 5.2, I show that this illustrates
emergence. In Section 5.3, I discuss in more detail the differences between massive and
massless particles.
For simplicity of the presentation, I will take the bare theory to be just the equations
of motion, derived from a Lagrangian. This is justified for our purpose in this Section
because, in a classical theory of the kinds I will discuss, the equations of motion allow us
to construct all the states and quantities of the theory.
5.1 The bottom theory Tb for the point-particle
The equations of motion for a free classical point-particle of mass m in Minkowski space
are our bottom theory, Tb. They are as follows:
75
d
dσ
(
1
e
dxµ
dσ
)
= 0 (9)
ηµν
dxµ
dσ
dxν
dσ
+ e2m2 = 0 . (10)
The variable e(σ) is a real, positive-definite, Lagrange muliplier, introduced in order to
deal with the massive and massless cases using a unified theoretical framework. Here,
the Minkowski metric is (ηµν) = diag(−1, 1, 1, 1), and σ is an affine parameter, viz. a
monotonically increasing parameter, along the particle’s world line. The equations of
motion are invariant under reparametrisations of the affine parameter σ, which implies
74For an example of emergence between different theories, see Section 6.
75These equations can be derived from a Lagrangian, which is discussed in detail in De Haro
(2019a: §3.1).
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that e(σ) can be transformed away (i.e. set equal to one, if m 6= 0) by a choice of the
affine parameter, σ.
The equations of motion, Eqs. (9)-(10), actually form a one-parameter family of theo-
ries, where the parameter is the mass, m (though I will keep simply referring to Eqs. (9)-
(10) as ‘the theory’). Thus, we have a theory for each value of m, which I will denote as
Tb(m), to indicate that the theory “fixes the mass”. Accordingly, I take the mass to also
be in the domain of the interpretation map, which is evaluated on Tb(m).
In the massive case (m 6= 0), it follows from Eq. (10) that the proper time is dτ =
mc e(σ) dσ, so that Eq. (10) simplifies to the condition that the velocity 4-vector is time-
like.
When m = 0, Eq. (10) is the condition that the 4-velocity vector lies on the light-
cone.76
5.2 Emergence as non-commutativity of linkage and interpreta-
tion
In this Section, I discuss the emergence diagram, in Figure 2, for the theory of the massive
particle, Eqs. (9)-(10). I will do this by constructing the analogue of Eq. (5), i.e. the lack
of commutativity, for a theory with a continuous parameter.
The point about emergence is this: as long as m is non-zero, the interpretation of the
equations of motion, Eqs. (9)-(10), is the familiar one. Namely, xµ(τ) gets interpreted as
‘the position of a massive particle, with mass m [some number fixed by the theory], moving
freely in Minkowski space, as a function of the particle’s proper time’. The interpretation
is the same for all nonzero values of m, i.e. it is the same map: for, as we saw in Section
2.2.1, the interpretation map depends on m through the theory’s dependence on it (here,
m plays the role of the parameter x, in Eqs. (3)-(5)).
In the m = 0 case, the interpretation of xµ(σ) is: the position of a massless particle
moving at the speed of light in Minkowski space, as a function of the affine parameter of
its worldline.
The main difference between the two interpretations is in how ‘massive’ and ‘massless
particle’ are construed. I will discuss this in more detail in Section 5.3.
Here is what it means for the diagram in Figure 2, according to the interpretation in
Eq. (5) for a one-parameter family of theories, to describe emergence: the linkage map
is the process of taking the limit m → 0. So, we start with the bottom theory, for any
non-zero m:
Tb(m) = ‘the theory (Eqs. (9)-(10)) for the particle of mass m’ , (11)
where such qualifications as ‘free point-particle’ are, for simplicity of presentation, already
included in what ‘the theory’ is, namely in Eqs. (9)-(10). Taking the limit m→ 0 as the
76One may wonder whether it makes sense to take the m→ 0 limit for a single, free particle. Regardless
of one’s answer to this: the simple point-particle model considered here of course does not stand on its
own, but is to be coupled to further physics, which will determine the scale relative to which the mass is
taken to zero. In Section 5.3, we will consider collisions of two particles.
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linkage map, we end up with the top theory:
Tt := link (Tb) = lim
m→0
Tb(m) = ‘the theory (Eqs. (9)-(10)) for the particle of mass 0’.(12)
The limit is smooth, and it is represented by the leftmost arrow in Figure 6.
Emergence occurs because what is described, in the limit, is different—indeed novel,
as represented by the rightmost arrow in Figure 6. We have all the tools in place; so that
this is now straightforward to show.
First, the interpretation of the bottom theory, Eq. (11), has as its range (in a simplified
form that suffices for our discussion):
Db := ib(Tb(m)) = {a free, massive point-particle of mass m} . (13)
This reflects the fact that, as I mentioned in Section 5.1, the interpretation is a function
of the mass, and the domain of application may contain particles of any mass.
The interpretation of the top theory, Eq. (12), has as its range:
Dt := it(Tt) = {a free, massless point-particle} Eq. (12)= it (link (Tb)) . (14)
But if we go along the lower horizontal arrow, ib, in Figure 6, and then take the value m =
0 in Eq. (13), we do not end up at Dt (i.e. Eq. (14)). For the range of the interpretation
ib is incorrect for a massless particle, namely:
Db |m=0 = ib(Tb(m))|m=0 Eq. (13)= {a free, massive point-particle of mass 0} . (15)
This is different from the correct (because more accurate) interpretation: namely, Eq. (14).
Thus the two interpretation maps, it and ib, map to different domains, even though
both have m = 0. The underlying point is that, as I will argue in Section 5.3:
{a free, massless point-particle} 6= {a free, massive point-particle of mass 0} , (16)
i.e. the massless particle is different from the massive particle ‘with the mass set to
zero’ (and the former is also not contained in the latter as a proper subset). Thus,
we have proven the conditions, Eqs. (1) and (2), that the linkage and interpretation
maps do not commute. The interpretation of Tt as describing a massless particle is a
novel interpretation, relative to the massive particle interpretation. This is why there is
ontological emergence.
Notice that there is no requirement that the top and bottom domains, Dt and Db,
must “greatly differ”, or that their differences must be striking, in order for there to
be emergence; see my comments about this at the end of Section 3.3. There is simply
emergence if they differ. But agreed: the more they differ, the greater the novelty.
5.3 Massive vs. massless particles
In this Section, I argue that classical massive and massless particles are qualitatively
different (thus substantiating Eq. (16)). Indeed, although they are both described by
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𝑇b 𝑚 = Eq. 8
𝑇t = Eq. 9 𝑚 = 0
𝐷b = massive particle of mass 𝑚
𝐷t = massless particle
link
𝑚 → 0
Emergence
≠ massive particle of mass 0
𝑖b
𝑖t
Figure 6: Emergence of the massless particle, analysed as the lack of commutativity between
the linkage map, m→ 0, and the interpretation: it ◦ link 6= ib.
the equations of motion, Eqs. (9)-(10), their properties are distinct. I will discuss three
related properties that differ between the massless and massive cases and that, together,
characterise a massless particle:
(i) Timelike vs. null geodesics. The first difference is in the geodesics, namely in
the time-like condition vs. the null condition, Eq. (10). In terms of the four-momentum
vector, p := mx˙, these conditions are: p2 = −m2c2 in the massive case, vs. p2 = 0 in the
massless case.
In the limit m → 0, the massive equation, p2 = −m2c2, of course reproduces the
massless equation, p2 = 0. And thus the timelike geodesics converge to null geodesics.
Yet this reduction does not prevent emergence, for it is reduction in the bare theory and
not in the domain of application. Namely, the property of ‘being a timelike geodesic’
still figures in the interpretation of the bottom massive theory, even though we set m =
0. Thus the interpretation does not fit with the idea of a ‘massless particle’, in other
words: the range of the interpretation is empty if the interpretation is an extension,
i.e. ib(Tb(m))|m=0 = Ø.77 One might at first sight think that this is only a matter of
words, since it is clear from a Minkowski diagram that the m → 0 limit of a timelike
geodesic is a null geodesic. But it is, in fact, not a matter of words: for there are also
consequences for the interpretation of the massive theory, of sending m→ 0, that plainly
contradict the interpretation of the massless theory.
One such consequence is the absence of a rest frame for a massless particle, while there
always exists one for a massive particle.
Another interesting consequence regards the occurrence of events, e.g. collisions. Con-
sider two particles with mass m, travelling at different speeds in the same forward direc-
tion, but separated by an initial interval of time t0, i.e. particle 2 is sent from the same
location, but at a time t0 later than, particle 1: see Figure 7(a). Take the second particle
to travel faster than the first, so that they are due to collide when the second overtakes
the first. But if we take the massless limit, these two particles will never collide, for they
will both travel at the speed of light, and they will keep their mutual initial separation
77This concurs with Norton’s (2012: pp. 208-210; 2016: §3.1) idea that limits of theories sometimes do
not describe physical systems, real or fictitious, because they ascribe to them contradictory properties.
More details follow below, in an example of a collision.
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𝜃1
𝜃2
(a)   𝑚 ≠ 0 (b)   𝑚 = 0
𝑚 → 0
𝑐𝑡0
𝑐𝑡
𝑥
1
2
𝑐𝑡0
1
2
𝑥
𝑐𝑡
𝑡c
Figure 7: (a) Two particles with constant speeds, v1/c = tan θ1 and v2/c = tan θ2, colliding at
t = tc. (b) Massless limit, v1 = v2 = c: the particles do not collide at any finite time. As m→ 0,
the lines in (a) are continuously deformed to the lines in (b) (but the crossing point is pushed
to infinity!).
(see Figure 7(b)). In other words, an event that is possible, according to ib, at non-zero
m under the given initial conditions (namely, ‘the particles will collide within finite time’)
becomes impossible, according to it, in the limit m → 0, under the corresponding initial
conditions (namely, ‘the particles will not collide within any finite time’).
To illustrate this distinction by a model, consider again Figure 7(a). The particles move
along straight lines, at constant speeds v1 and v2, respectively, where 0 < v1 < v2 < c.
Their trajectories are given, respectively, by:
x1(t) = v1 t
x2(t) = v2 (t− t0) . (17)
The time, tc, at which the two particles collide is calculated by setting: x1(tc) = x2(tc).
The result is:
0 < tc =
c
v2 − v1 t0 < ∞ . (18)
By taking the m → 0 limit of the trajectories, one finds that the two particles travel
at the speed of light, i.e. vi → c (i = 1, 2), as in Figure 7(b): namely, the two particles’
trajectories are taken to lie on separate, right-moving, null lines. The time of collision,
Eq. (18), gets “pushed to infinity”, i.e. tc → ∞: for, in the limit, the speed of the first
particle approaches the speed of the second particle from below, and they both travel at
the speed of light (so that the condition v1 < v2 is violated!).
78
There is an insightful way to understand why the maps fail to commute. Namely,
we use the notion of a model of a theory, as being part of the interpretation map: we
78Malament (1986: pp. 192-193) discusses a somewhat similar case, namely the geometric (Cartan)
version of Newtonian gravitation, as the c → ∞ limit of general relativity. In this limit, the light-cones
“open up” and become flat, thus violating the four-dimensional general covariance of the theory.
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construct our interpretation map of Tb by constructing models like Eqs. (17)-(18) and
Figure 7(a). The point, then, is that these massive models instantiate concepts such as
‘timelike geodesic’, ‘particle’s rest frame’, and ‘finite collision time’: but the limit m→ 0,
Figure 7(b), does not instantiate any of these notions. Thus there are no models of Tb of
this kind in the limit.
For example, in the particle collision model it is true that, for any m 6= 0, the collision
time is finite, as stipulated by Eq. (18). But the limit m → 0 violates this condition,
because it requires that the two particles travel at the same speed, viz. v1 → v−2 , so that
tc →∞: and so, there is in the limit no model of Tb with a collision of this kind.
Notice that, while this is closely related to Norton’s idea of ‘ascribing contradictory
properties to the limit system’, in this case there is a limit system, namely the one that
can be constructed by interpreting the massless theory directly, through it (cf. Eq. (14)):
so that we have a genuine case of idealisation, along the lines discussed in Section 2.1.2.
This gives rise to a limit system that is arbitrarily close to the massive one (cf. Eq. (13))
in some aspects, but not in its novel aspects: and it is not obtained by taking the limit
of the massive system.
Summarising, the interpretation of the bottom theory, ib, assigns contradictory prop-
erties to the particle in the m→ 0 limit: for it still contains concepts that it inherits from
the massive case and which are contradicted by the massless limit, and which no longer
refer. This is why, to get the top theory’s interpretation, it, one needs to go back to the
m→ 0 limit of the bare theory, i.e. go back to Tt, and build (at least some aspects of) its
interpretation again. The interpretation of the limit theory is not the limit of ib.
(ii) Symmetries of the solutions. The states of the massive and the massless particles
have different symmetries. To show this, we consider a generic solution of the equations
of motion, Eqs. (9)-(10), and construct the subgroup of the Poincare´ group leaving this
solution invariant. Wigner (1939: p. 50) dubbed this the ‘little group’.
First consider a massive particle, with given four-momentum vector p = mx˙, obtained
by solving the equations of motion, Eqs. (9)-(10). To find the subgroup of the Lorentz
transformations leaving this vector invariant, go to the particle’s rest frame, where (pµ) =
mc (1,0). The subgroup of the Lorentz group leaving this vector invariant consists of the
spatial rotations, plus in addition time reversal symmetry. This group is isomorphic to
O(3).
In the massless case, there is of course no rest frame for the particle: but we can orient
our coordinate system in such a way that the symmetries are easy to see. The following
is a useful choice: (pµ) = p (1, 0, 0, 1), where p is the particle’s momentum. The group
preserving this vector is the group of Euclidean motions of the plane, E(2) ∼= ISO(2) (see
e.g. Gilmore (2008: §13.3)). It contains three generators: one rotational (corresponding
to rotations around the x3-axis) and two translational, along the x1 and x2-directions.79
Therefore, the little group is isomorphic to E(2).
Notice that E(2) is not a subgroup of O(3): it has different generators, and so the
symmetries of the two cases are different, which expresses the novelty of the symmetry
79For a discussion of their physical interpretation, see Han et al. (1981: §II).
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group in the massless case, compared to the massive case.80
Recall, from Section 3.1, the three possible cases, (1)-(3), for comparison between
the idealising and the target systems. In so far as the massless theory is taken to give
a description of photons or other massless particles, we have a case of (2), i.e. the top
theory gives a good description of massless particles, while the bottom theory does not.
The usefulness of emergence is then that it exposes the interpretative differences between
the massless and the massive cases, while it gives a unified description of the two cases
through the linkage relation.81
6 Third Case Study: Riemann Surfaces in Random
Matrix Models
In this Section, I will briefly introduce random matrix models and explain the sense in
which, in these models, a space is emergent from a discrete structure.82
Let me say a few words about the philosophical interest of random matrix models.
Their use is ubiquitous in many areas of physics and beyond: ranging from statistical
mechanics to Wigner’s ground-breaking work on the energy levels of heavy nuclei, to
quantum chaos in billiards and disordered systems, integrable systems, crystal growth,
number theory, the channel capacity of digital communication systems, and RNA folding
in biology.83 Since random matrix models describe complex theories in simplified settings
while retaining much of the characteristic physical behaviour and properties—such as
universality, phase transitions, renormalization, and quantum-to-classical transitions—
they can be of as much use to philosophers as they are to physicists: for they give
“precise conceptual laboratories” in which to test ideas. Random matrix models also play
a central role in several approaches to quantum gravity that display emergence of space
and-or time: and it is from this perspective that I introduce them here.
Random matrix models are, roughly speaking, quantum theories whose states are
specified by an N ×N matrix Φ. A physical way to think about these matrices—and this
has been one of the main motivations for studying random matrix models in high-energy
physics—is as simplified versions of quantum fields with colour charges for the strong
nuclear force, as in quantum chromodynamics.84 The matrix structure of the field reflects
its non-abelian colour charges. This is a simple model of colour charge, because the field
80O(3) and E(2) are related by group contraction (see Ino¨nu¨ and Wigner (1953), Gilmore
(2008: §13.3.1)), which has a geometric interpretation in terms of “projection to a flat surface, around
the North pole of the sphere” associated with O(3), i.e. a “large radius” limit. See Kim (2001: §4).
81One might also want to apply the massive theory to describe massive, but very light, particles. Pitts
(2011: p. 277) argues that the massless case is empirically distinguishable from any particular massive
theory, but only by observations probing length scales of the order of the inverse mass. Pitts goes on to
argue that ‘there exists a range of sufficiently small photon masses such that the massive... theories are
empirically indistinguishable from the massless theory’.
82Some philosophical questions about the use of these models in quantum gravity theories are discussed
in De Haro and De Regt (2018).
83There is even an Oxford Handbook of Random Matrix Theory: Akemann et al. (2011).
84See ’t Hooft (1974), Bre´zin et al. (1978).
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is a constant matrix, without any space or time dependence. The bare theory (in the
sense of Section 2.1) has a Lagrangian, but without a kinetic term. The potential is (the
trace of) a polynomial, W , in the field, Φ. Finally, one constructs a suitable integration
measure over the possible values of the matrix entries.85
One can intuitively think of these matrices as charged fields, in the limit in which the
dynamics is dominated by the potential, and the kinetic term is negligible: i.e. the field
is interacting, but slowly varying in space and time.
I will next describe the linkage map and then discuss emergence. The linkage map
is the ’t Hooft approximation: namely, taking N to be large, the coupling constant g
to be small, while keeping the combination µ := g2N fixed (which becomes the effective
coupling constant). Thus we consider a sequence of random matrix models, with matrices
of increasing rank N .86
The quantities (such as the free energy) of the random matrix model can be calculated
using the saddle point approximation to the path integral. These are best written in terms
of the N eigenvalues, λi, of the matrix Φ; and this calculation of quantities leads to a
“zero-force” condition, which we can think of as the random matrix model’s equation of
motion, in the semi-classical limit introduced by the saddle point approximation:
W ′(λi)− 2µ
N
∑
j 6=i
1
λi − λj = 0 . (19)
The eigenvalues of the matrix, λi, can here be thought of as the colour charges of the
field, namely as states in colour space. The first term in Eq. (19) is the gradient of the
classical potential W , i.e. the “force” (which is a polynomial of degree n), and the second
term is the quantum contribution of the measure factor in the path integral, which takes
the form of a “Coulomb repulsion” between distinct pairs, (i, j), of colour charges.
The behaviour of the solutions to the equation of motion, Eq. (19), is as follows. We
consider the ’t Hooft approximation, where (as mentioned) we will increase N but keep
the value of µ := g2N fixed (and so, we will take the coupling constant g to decrease as
N increases). This means that we consider a sequence of models with increasing number
of colours (in quantum chromodynamics, N is fixed to N = 3), where µ is the effective
coupling constant of the interactions. This approximation of large N is reminiscent of a
“thermodynamic limit”, and it turns out to give interesting physics.
First, for any finite value of the number of colour charges, N , and for small µ, the
equation of motion, Eq. (19), implies that W ′(λi) ' 0, and so the N eigenvalues, λi, are
distributed among the n extrema of the classical potential. Since n < N , there are double
points where the eigenvalues are degenerate.
85The quantities of this theory (cf. Section 2.1) are the set of all the polynomials of the matrix Φ.
The rules for evaluating physical quantities on the states are quantum-theoretic: a matrix integral with
its measure (called the ‘partition function’, on analogy with quantum field theory), weighted by the
exponential of the potential, and with appropriate insertions of the physical quantities one wishes to
evaluate. There is no dynamics in the usual sense, because there is no time.
86Renormalization of a subset of the quantities is also required. See De Haro (2019b: Appendix B).
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Second, for large N and large µ, the Coulomb repulsion (the second term in Eq. (19))
becomes relevant, and most eigenvalues repel each other; so that the degeneracies dis-
appear, and the line segments between the n extrema get filled by eigenvalues, because
there are many more eigenvalues than extrema. It turns out that in the limit N → ∞,
keeping µ fixed, the line segments are filled by eigenvalues.
Upon solving Eq. (19) for N → ∞, the solution can be summarised by a single
complex function, which encodes the “location of the eigenvalues” in the complex plane
parametrised by x ∈ C (in the N →∞ limit, the eigenvalues lie on a continuum, as just
argued!). It is given by:
y =
√√√√ 2n∏
β=1
(x− aβ) . (20)
y is called the spectral curve of the matrix model. One recovers from y the density of
the eigenvalues on the complex plane, which in turn allows one to calculate the physical
quantities of the random matrix model, such as the free energy.
The central result needed for emergence can be summarised in the following:
Proposition.87 The spectral curve of the random matrix model, Eq. (20), is a com-
pact, hyperelliptic Riemann surface, Σg, of genus g = n− 1.88
The proposition allows us to describe the ’t Hooft approximated theory, Tt := link (Tb),
as a triple. Tt is a classical theory, whose states are configurations of a Riemann surface
of genus g, Σg, with a local chart (x, y) satisfying Eq. (20), for given coefficients {aβ}2nβ=1
(whose values are determined by the classical potential of Tb). The quantities (for example,
the free energy) are now obtained from the one- and two-forms with which this Riemann
surface is equipped. The dynamics is Eq. (20) itself, for specific choices of coefficients
{aβ}2nβ=1 (and, as in the bottom theory, there is no time: though there is now space,
viz. Σg itself!).
To understand the physics of this theory, Tt, an analogy with general relativity may
be useful. There, the models, (M, g, {Φ}), are triples of: (i) Lorentzian spacetimes, (ii)
endowed with a smooth metric, and (iii) matter fields. In the case of Tt, we have the
following:
(i) There is a compact two-dimensional Euclidean space, Σg, with genus g (recall that
the topology of a compact two-dimensional surface is completely determined by its genus).
(ii) The space is not endowed with a metric, but it is endowed with a complex structure,
Eq. (20), and a set of charts, (x, y).
(iii) We have one- and two-forms, on this Riemann surface, that give the quantities of
the theory (and are analogous to the “matter fields”, though they are really geometrical
87The proposition is proven in De Haro (2019b: §2.3.2). See also Dijkgraaf and Vafa (2002: §3.2) and
Eynard et al. (2015: §1.3.2).
88One can see from Eq. (20) that y has branch cuts between the even and odd aβ ’s (where β = 1, . . . , 2n).
These branch cuts can be made single-valued by taking the double cover of the complex plane, with
appropriate identifications—thus obtaining the n− 1 handles of the Riemann surface, from the n cuts.
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quantities).
Thus the state spaces describe very different kinds of objects: colour charges (with
no space at all!) vs. a curved two-dimensional surface, viz. a Riemann surface Σg. More
explicitly: taking the limit N → ∞ of the bottom theory’s interpretation (i.e. the right-
hand side of Eq. (5), with x = 1/N), we get the interpretation of a state as ‘an infinite set
of colour charges that are weakly interacting’ (since we also keep µ = g2N fixed, and thus
send g → 0). This differs from the top theory’s correct interpretation (the left-hand side
of Eq. (5)), as ‘the configuration of a Riemann surface’. Thus the domains of application
are different, Db 6= Dt. Then also: it ◦ link 6= ib (and it is also obvious that Dt /⊂ Db).
This establishes my earlier statement, that first taking the ’t Hooft approximation and
then interpreting, or taking the sequence of the interpreted theories (i.e. first interpreting
and then taking the linkage relation), lead to different results. Namely, a Riemann surface
is emergent from a set of colour charges.
7 Conclusion
In this paper I have analysed ontological emergence as novelty of reference, in terms of
two conjuncts: a formal, i.e. not interpretative, condition—linkage—and an interpretative
condition—ontological novelty, which is a difference in intension, and sometimes also
extension. One typical case of emergence is when the theories have the same extension but
different intensions. I illustrated the idea of ontological emergence as the non-commuting
diagram in Figure 2, namely the failure of the interpretation to commute with the linkage
map, Eq. (2).
I illustrated ontological emergence in the examples of the emergence of spontaneous
magnetization in a ferromagnet, the emergence of masslessness (or of a massless regime)
for classical point-particles, and the emergence of space in a random matrix model. We saw
that the interpretation of the massless particle theory is different from the interpretation
of the massive particle theory with the mass set to zero. Namely, there are differences
between their causal properties and symmetries, as well as in their predictions about
whether certain collisions can take place. In the case of random matrix models, the bottom
theory describes a set of colour charges, while the top theory describes the geometry of
a two-dimensional surface. On the other hand, I discussed the example of phonons as a
case of epistemic emergence.
My account of novelty is logically weak in that any difference in the description (epis-
temic novelty) or in the domain of application (ontological novelty) counts as novelty.
This is as it should be: for ‘novelty’ does not, by itself, carry a connotation of scientific
or philosophical importance. And it is also metaphysically weak. For I have focussed on
the basic question of when we are entitled to claim that ontological emergence obtains—a
claim on which I have argued, in Section 3, that any interpretative strategy must agree,
except for scepticism and radical forms of instrumentalism: which will dismiss ontology
from the outset (although it is hard to do so consistently!). Further work, on the meta-
physics of emergence, will have to further characterise the kinds of ontological novelty
which arise in each case—namely properties, individuals, causal powers, etc.
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The account suggests various types of ontological emergence worth studying in more
detail. One first distinction is between cases of emergence where the intensions of the two
theories differ but their extensions are the same, vs. cases where both the intensions and
the extensions are different (see Section 2.2.2). Another important distinction is whether
the more accurate description of the target system is that of the bottom theory vs. that
of the top theory (see Section 3.1).
Unlike other accounts, which seek the mark of emergence in some technical property of
bare theories (see (I) below), my explication formalises a conception of emergence that is
intrinsically interpretative (which should not be confused with: subjective, or arbitrary!).
The mark of novelty is the non-meshing of the linkage map with the interpretation. The
main idea illustrated in Sections 4, 5, and 6 was that the interpretation of the bottom the-
ory differs from the interpretation of the top theory. Typically, the linkage map gave rise
to an interpretation with properties that do not fit the top theory: as having zero magneti-
zation and a disordered state with finite correlation length, as opposed to a ‘macroscopic
magnetization’ or ‘infinite correlation length’. Or as a ‘massive particle with mass 0’,
which differs from a genuine ‘massless particle’ interpretation. Or as ‘an infinite set of
colour charges’ vs. ‘a Riemann surface’.
I close with three further comments characterising the properties of the emergence
relation which we have obtained:
(I) “Non-singular”. We saw that the limits in Sections 5 and 6 are not singular,
in the mathematical sense: pace various philosophers’ emphases.89 In contrast with the
well-rehearsed case of Section 4, my examples from Sections 5 and 6 show that there are
no singularities, in the mathematical sense, in those cases: for all limits are smooth.
(II) “Top-accuracy”. A related aspect of emergence that the examples in Sections
4 and 5 illustrate is that the bottom theory does not always give a better (in the sense
of: more accurate, both quantitatively as well as conceptually) description of the target
system than the top theory that is being compared to. This is because, for any non-zero
value of the mass, the bottom theory’s interpretation does not give the correct properties
of a massless particle, in particular: its geometric properties and its symmetries. (And
likewise for the Ising model at different temperatures).
(III) Very different interpretations and theories. While the interpretations of the
bottom and top theories and models involved in Sections 4 and 5 are “of the same kind”,
i.e. both are about the Ising model or about point-particles, the two interpretations in
Section 6 are very different: and so, we get emergence between very different theories.
Thus this is a good example of how a rich geometrical structure (a Riemann surface,
equipped with its complex structure and set of differential forms on it) can be emergent
with respect to a discrete set of colour charges, with no geometry at all (more details on
this in De Haro (2019b: §4)).
89Singular limits are essential for e.g. Rueger’s (2000: p. 308) and Batterman’s (2002: pp. 80-81,
pp. 1424-126) senses of emergence. On the other hand, Butterfield (2011a: pp. 1073-1075) has argued
that singular limits are not essential to have emergence.
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